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During the night

terrorists,

who-wer-

e

hanged yesterday and buried, but
by sympathizers and re-llerred by command of Cossack offby unknown
icers, were
persons. The authorities buried them
this morning for the third time and
' placed a sentinel at the graves.
Another terrorist, condemned to
death by .drumhead court-mart- ial,
was executed this morning. The general strike Is in full swing. No traffic
is seen in the streets and strong detachments of troops are guarding the
Police searches
main thoroughfares.
have resulted in a great number of
'

arrests.

'

V

INSURGENT FORCES WILL
.
SURRENDER TO GOVERNMENT
"Washington, Oct. 11. Cable advices received from San Domingo state
that an agreement has been reached
between the government and the Insurgent forces In the neighborhood of
Monte Chrisu, whereby the insurgents
will suneniier to the government tomorrow and General Limardo, who
conducted the campaign for President
Caceres, will become, the governor of
Monte Christ!.
STATISTICS SHOW OHIO TO
CONTAIN MORE METHODISTS
New York, Oct. 11. The .Rev. Dr.
H. K. Carroll, secretary of the Metti
odlst Missionary society who Is known
as a Methodist slatlstlcan Is compiling some interesting tables. These
show that Ohio contains more Methodists than any other state or territory
and that their smallest numUef is
more than 1,800,000 Methodists. These
are as follows: Ohio, 13,138; Pennsylvania,. 3i'!U2:; New York 2S7,Sb2;l!-llnob-- ,
225.2CC;
203,jO;
Indiana,

New Yolk, Oct. 11. News of the
failure of J. M. Ceballos ft Co. was a
great surprise in the banking and
commission houses of the financial
district here, where the head ot the
house was considered the most ag
gressive merchant and Iwnker In
affairs. Silveira & Co.,
of which Manuel Silvelra, whose al
leged defalcation with $1,000,000 caus
ed the failure, have for many years
been their agents in Latin American
countries. They were a firm of bank
ers and merchants in Havana ana
were considered a bulwark of financial
responsibility. The loss of $1,000,000
to Ceballos & Co. comes at the worst
season possible, as the house lends
money on the sugar crop and all Its
available funds are tied up. The failure will have a damaging effect on the
business of Cuba, as the firm was a
promoter of many enterprises.
Defaulter Changes Ships.
i
Manuel Silveira, the defaulting Havana agent of the firm of J. M. Ceballos & Co., Is not aboard the steamer Carmellna, upon which he left Ha
vana October 2, but another steamer,
which he boarded at sea two days after leaving the Cuban capital, accord
lng to Information which is given out
here today. It is said that the present whereabouts of the Carmellna is
known and that the destination of the
other steamer, to which Silveira and
family were transferred, is also
kaof-n- .
The charge of defalcation In
the amount of more than fl.OOO.no ja
made against Silveira.
Cuban--

T

1j2,2i;o-- .
Michigan,
114,220;
Iowa,
New Jersey 105,529 and Kansas 104,-35-

OF

op.

y.u !hAArry T,ft "n Generl Frd- with Assistant
Secretary of
State Bacon are scheduled tp leave Havana, Cuba, on
y
for the United States on the battleship Louisiana. Governor Maooon
and General Franklin J. Belt will be left In charge of affaire. General Bell
is the real head of the regular army and ia reeopneible for the army preparations made for Cuba.
8at-urda-

HOW PRESIDENT R00SE-- S

,

Lawyer Run Down by Car.
Salt Lake C ty, Oct. 11. Charles
Wl Bennett, an aged lawyer, who was
prominent ns a candidate for the
United States senate when Utah was
admitted to statehood, was run down
and killed by a street car here today.
He was 75 years old.

VELT STAND

Fatal U. P. Freight Collision.
Cheyenne, Oct. 11 Five men were
killed and two badly hurt In a Union
Pacific freight collision at Ridge, near
Laramie, Vyo last night The dead
nre: Engineers Frank Strong and
John Murray, Firemen Engstrom and
Kelley tind liiakeman Meyers. The
collision was due to a misunderstanding of orders and the trains met head- on.
l he members
of both engine
crews were instantly killed. Another
brakeman and a tramp were Injured.
The engines of both trains were de
molished anil traffic was delayed for
several hours.

OR THE STREET

OH CUBA

Annexation Not Considered for a Minute By the President-TWhole South American Question Involved-T- he
Island to be Set Up in Government
Business Again Sure:

he

Special Correcpondence :
We would
Intentions.
not accept
Washington, D. C, Oct. 11 It Is South America as a gift. We have
not the purpose of President Roose- enough of distant possessions and do
not hunger for added responsibilities.
velt to have Cuba annexed. This is All we
want is South American good
authoritative.
"ill and trade. This we want very
Some confusion Beems to have re- much, and' ere willing to make con-- i
sulted from the annexation utter-enc.e- s
advances to secure them.
and
of Senators
Deverii'r
It has been one of President Roose- Hemenway, of Indiana. Som people veit's pet ambitions to bring about
knowing the intimate rela;ion3 be- better relations with South America.
tween President Roi;r:velt and Senahas hopid to go from the White
tor Ileverlde, Jumped to the con- House with this to his credit, and,
clusion that the l.uliari senator was .alter long reflection and much discus-- j
talking for the AVhite house. Con- - s!ou with lilg associates nnd friends,
si quell'. iy t.hg w;;lte house now takes Re decided on the special mission of
Occasion to set the matter straight. iSecritury Root as best calculated to
Hut President RooFevelt has other accomplish the result.
plans for Cuba. So far as the plans
Tho outbreak In Cub came at a
extend they are for a new Cuban gov- particularly inopportune time. From
ernment, and a fair start for a new the very first President Roosevelt saw
trial at free and Independent govern- how chance seemed likely to undo in
ment. What may happen if there 19 'a day what h?
striving so conanother revolution President Roose- tinuously and laboriously to bring
velt will not discuss.
about.
President Roosevelt Is particularly
Consequently there is nothing in
anxious at this time that the good the olllcial utterances of our state and
taith of the Unittd States In its treat- war departments that would cast the
ment of Cuba, should not be open to least doubt on the ultimate purpose
question, as there la more Involved of the United States to leave the isl-- ;
than merely our relations with this and at the first available opportunity.
small island.
Our relations, com- Tne president has not had a chance
mercial and diplomatic, with the en- to speak officially himself, but tho
tire continent of South America are proclamation Issued by Secretary Taft
involved.
Is substantially his utterance, tls text
The South American countries have was carefully revised by the president.
found much In recent history to feed
The appointment of Magoon is with-- I
their suspicions and distrust. First out particular significance. Taft is
came the original Cuban intervention, too busy to remain indefinitely in Ha
with the resultant war with Spain, vana, and it is quite certain that
itwn the Insurgent state of Panama weeks and perhaps months will be rewas f,lven aid and comfort
by the quired to pacify the island, gather in
United States, with what resulted In the arms and ammunition, hold a spe-ci- a
almost annexation of a strip across
lelectlon, organize a now executive
to the canal. force, arrange for the repayment of
the Isthmus adjacent
After this there was the Santo the money spent by wie United States
Domingo affair, with American war In Intervention, and set the Cuban re-- i
ships taktlng possession
of the public goins once again. Thsse de-- '
Dominican custom houses, and other tails will be worked out by Magoon.
tups savoring of possession and con- i The whole Cuban matter will be
quest.
discussed in the president's message
All these things serve to convince to congress. A( pisuni it Is his pur- -'
the republics to the south f ust that pose to have only a brief mention of
ITncle Sam awaited only the opportun-t- .Cuba in th? regular message, and then
to gobble all the land on the con- to discuss Cuba fully In a special
tinent.
niesbape to be sent to cosr?4 ft fcW
Now the United States has no such days later.

Iron Mountain's Fatal Wreck.
St. Louis, Oct. 11. The Iron Moun
tain fast mail train, which was late
leaving the Union station today. Jump
ed the track while maki: ; up lost
time at tne city limits, filing one
and injuring ten.
Engineer John Caspar U ,'. ad, while
Fireman Peter Ratferty, Mail Clerk
H. J. Jones And E. G. JU.tln, a passenger, are the most fti'flously
Injured. The" accident occurred within
a short distance from where the same
train suffered a similar wreck last
spring.

SOCIALISTS

GENERALLY

SOuTFgEORGIA

Based upon the number of Methodist communities in proportion to the
population, Delaware is the most Met'r
in Court
tlist elite in the union, having one Seattle Questions
Methodist to every nine persons, Mary
Whether They May Hold
land has one to thirteen. Ohio one
in fourteen, Indiana one In fifteen, and
Street Meetings,
West Virginia one in eighteen. The
Big Firs in Small Town.
center of the MethodiBt population in
the country is, according to Dr. CarChariot tetowa. Pa.. Oct. 11. A fire
iii
Seattle, Wash., Oct. 11. Socialists which RtarteU early today in the railOhio near Waynesfleld, southroll,
all over the United States are watch- road station at Summerside, destroyed
east ot Lima,
ing with interest a momentous clasa forty-tw- o
buildings, including the
between socialists or this city and postoffice, the English and Baptist
PINE ASSOCIATION MEETS
IN CHARLESTON, S. C. the authorities over 'the right of tho churches and four hotels. A gale was
former to use the streets for free blowing and the flames swept through
Charleston, S. C, Oct. 11. Tne speech.
the town at a terrific speed. Loss is
North Carolina Pine association, comWholesale arrests have been made, not yet estimated.
posed or lumber and the illied trades
agitation has been aroused and
and representing the bulk of the Ium-H- r much
socialists will carry the legal ques- MOTHERS' ASSEMBLY MEETS
output In Virginia and the Caro- the
AT OSWEGO. N. Y.
lina; ht!d it annual meeting in the tion to the supreme court.
A test case will settle the point
Oswego.
EFsemMy rooms of the Commercial
N. Y., Oct. 11. The annual
has been raised at one time or
club here today. There was a very that
of the New York State
another in nearly every city in the convention
targe attendance. Addresses were
Mothers' assembly
was concluded
country..
by former Governor Aycock
here today. Maurice L. Wright is
conprominent
Many
men
been
have
president.
of Carolina: Gov. Heyward of South
The proceedings were
T. Hillman, verted to socialism through the strife highly successful. Among the speakCarolina; Senator-Johpastor
Simmonds,
of
Rev.
W.
and
I.
Hoke Smith and John Temple Greeuo.
Boylston
the
Unitarian ers were the Hon. Chas. R. Skinner,
Avenue
During th proceedings it transpired church,
of New York utate
stump
in favor public
the
lias
taken
that farms connected with the asso- of the socialists.
institutions; Rev. Dr. James S.
ciation cut no less than ihree blllloa
Open warfare was bi ought about RIggs. of Auburn theological seminfeet of titular during the past year.
when .the police raided a meeting sev- ary, and the Ho,ti, Thomas M. Oseral evenings ago, arresting speakers. borne, president of the (ieorgo Junior
Among the
Each deposited $1M for his appear- Republic association.
CHANGE
FROM STEAM ance
in court to answer to the charge topics considered were "Moral Train'
ing."
TinMother in the Hone,"
by
of "obstructing
the sidewalks
"(.'"Operation of Home and School,"
speaking or disorderly conduct,"
The socialist g tike' the position "r'nhOolhouseg as Neighborhood ReTO SWIFTER JUICE
U'ty have as much right on the street creation Centers,"
"Domestic Scias the Salvation Army, and assert ence." "Patriotism and Literature for
they are being discriminated against. Children," etc. In connection with
action of the ioIlee department the convention there were exhibits on
New York Central Has In- Is The
bringing from under cover many Nature Studies-- ' and "Domestic Scimen whose sympathies have been wi'.h ence," and a bureau of exchange was
stalled Third Rail Motors
the socialists, but who have in the successfully operated.
SCION OF NOBILITY IN
past shown a disinclination to particiFor Seventeen Miles.
pate In the discussions.
In coining WRITERS' NIGHT AT NEW
YORK COUNTY FAIR
out into the light these men are
CELL
New York, Off. JLL At the New
changing
complexion
soclai-'s- f
the
of
the
New York, Oct. 11. Is electricity
York County fair In Madison Square
gatherings.
acceptThe
generally
to supplant steam as the motive pow- ed "bloody shirt"
was set aside
as
brand is disappear- Garden, tonight
er tif the American railroad?
Writers' night" and there assembled
ing. Vincent Harper and others ar
The New York Central railroad has preaching a eaceful
many
well
magaknown
newspaper,
revolution of exFast Life and Disregard of
answered the qutry that has been
zine and general writers. Mrs. Cla
on the tongue of every scientist since isting conditions.
ence Hums, president of the Little
Early Teaching Landed
elec tricity was first harnessed.
Mothers' Aid association, for which
What is believed to have been the GOOD LIVE STOCK
event
is a lenefit, was present an ! j
the
Him In Stripes.
AT MISSOULA FAIR explained
initial mow in the transformation of
that the assoc iation has
the great Vanderbilt system, eventualMissoula, Mont. Oct. 11. The In- as its charges more than 500
children
ly to extend over all its lines, is the spection ;f live stock exhibits at Misof tae poorest tenement districts In
San Diego, Calif.. Oct. 11. Once a
installation of an electric railroad line soula fair took place today. AfUr the city, who are
over standard gauge tracks for seven- he Inspection there was a parade of public schools. Theunable to attend distinguished officer in the British
of
teen miles. Approaching completion road houses at the fair grounds and writers who received committee
members of army and a desceiula.it of one of the
are 2'j.J miles of electric line which around the track and a parade of the association, and the
the
will bring all trains of the system in- live stock In front of the grand stanl. who attended the garden, little waits most aristocratic families of England,
included
to this city by means of electric pow- Two attractions that greatly helped Anna Steese Richardson,
chairman, Douglas Adams Act. in, handsome, reer and will give a motor system for to swell the attenda
Roy W. Cardtll; Allen Sangree; Wal- fined and gallant, Is now a common
mile ladies driving race limited to ter St. Denis, Emma De Zouches, Mar- thief, In the state prison at San 0.'ien-tisuburban traffic.
The locomotives employed to take ladies of the Hitter Hoot and French- - tin Green, Alice Rohl. Burton
Bervlng out a three years' sentthe place of engines driven by steam town valleys and a balloon ascension Dorothy Richardson, Isaac D. Browne, ence for grand larceny. Acton Is the
Wu.i,
each has double 'the horseiower of ."'!, p,aracnute leap, in the agricultur- A. Johnson, Roland Rurke Henuessy, son of John Adams Acton, the great
the largest locomotive on the road al hall In the afternoon thtre was an Albert Payson Terhuue
Kng'.lsh sculptor, whose busts of King
Cartoontoday. They have been tested to 89 interesting apple packing contest. Th? ists T. Powers and Gene and
K4ward and the late Queen Victoria
Carr.
miles an hour and the movement award of premiums also tool ulace t
aroused the admiration of all Great
Tbe Wesu'"
while traveling at this rate has been
Montana fair, STOCKTON KENNEL CLUB
Britain.
so steady and even that a brimming which has been organized with a view
OPENO SHOW TODAY
The prisoner's mot her is Lady Marglass of wattr could be carried in the to showing forth the advantages of, Stockton. Calif., Oct. 1 L The
clog
authoress and
Flathead, Sanders, Ravalli and Mis- - show under the auspices of the lon Hamilton, a noted
cab without spilling a drop.
descendant of the Duke of Hamilton.
li is claimed that a train running si.ula cotintks has proved
l.e n naStockton Kennel club opened here toActon's arrest marked the terinln- at a mile a minute can be halted i" qualified success.
day and promises to be a great sue- - alilill nf nn
keverul vt-a littb- - more than its own length and
cess. The attendance was large, Hnd I ng, In which he traveled a furiously
get away auaiu tinder full speed in BANKERS MEETING
the niimlxT of exhibits well up to the fast pace Incognito, gambling away
Hie same space.
AT WASHINGTON, D. C. average.
It can attain tlu
From an inspection
the
after fortune.
d
maximum speed in less than
Washington, I), c, Oct. n. The various ( lasses it could be seenof Uiat fortune
When his last cent wan spent Acthe tin!., of the steam locomotive. members of the American Bankers'
California
out
ken- - ton resorted to robbery, his arrest
can
turn
from
Its
There ia no gearing as in tne ordi- association, who are holding an im- nt is some
of the finest dogs in the and sentence following in quick sucnary tlectrie car. 1 lie power i trans- portant conference here, were
receiv- country.
In greyhound and Ljx ter- - j cession.
mitted tlirectly, by means of
tuird ed at the White House this afternoon ller classes especially there
Bowed clown by shame and not
wire
rail, fivni u motor to the axle.
at 3 o'clock by the president.
some splendid exhibits
wishing his family to learn of Ills
.

i

i

I

"

riiiMe, he gave his name as Arthur
Af'toa when arrested.
In all probability he would have concealed his
identity but lor his marked Lngllsh
accent wiiv.' K'vlng testimony In
court. While at the V"u"'.y 'ai! 1,1
San Die go he received many "letters'
bearing the royal, seal of Great Urlt- -

rs

n,

'

J

J'

j

one-thir-

i

OL

TEKAS IT

P. STOCK TAKES TUIIBUE'
ON

CHARGE

LMDJUIID

Raged. Injuring Fruit In the North Again Standard Oil Defeated la
Fight on Admission of Court
and Cotton In the South,
Documents as Testimony.
and Stopping Traffic.

'

New York,
Oct. 11. Threa men
were killed and a dozen rendered unconscious by an explosion followed by
fire in the Pennsylvania railroad tunnel under Long Island City today.
The exact cause of the explosion Is
unknown. There was great difficulty
In bringing up the injured on account
of the smoke, and a number of the
rescuers were overcome. At one time
there were fifteen rescuers stretched
on the sidewalk for treatment. The
dead men have not yet been brought

American

AS

AND MIDDLE

Town DeGovernment Has Great Damage Expected to Cuban Fatal Wrecks-Sm- all
Business as Firm Promoted
stroyed by Fire Originating
Compromised With Insurgents
In Rellway Station.
Many Enterprises.
In That Republic.
Lodse, Oct.

OFFENDERS

From the Lake Country East Armour Agents Arrested In
Philadelphia For Violation
as Far as Pittsburg
of Pure Food Law.
and South as

ban Domingo

the bodies of

OF

MANY YEARS

Tried and Executed Daily Manuel Silviera Flees With Explosion of Gas in PennsylFamily on His Ship to
vania Railroad Tunnel
in Russia by This SumUnknown Parts.
Kills Many WorKmen.
mary Method.
FAILURE

AFTER BIG

SNOWSTORM

Men

SY M P ATH ET ICSTR IKES IN

NUMHEK 215

j

Washington, Oct. 11. The weather
bureau today was without advices
giving details of the snow storm
around Buffalo,
The official report
states that the barometer continue!
to fall in the lower lake region and as
a result there has been considerable
rain and snow over New York and
northern New England. Unsettled
weather with rain and snow will continue in the lower lake region and
northern New York tonight and Friday. Abnormally cold weather prevails in the south, with light killing
frosts in the central and northern
portions of Mississippi, Alabama,
Georgia and the western portion ot
tho Carolines, Including, Tennessee
and the Ohio valley.

Philadelphia, Oct. 11 The federal
authorities are active against Armour
ft Co. this week, having caused warrants to be Issued for the arrest ot
several ot the company's agent a itt
this city on the charge ot exposing
for sale hams and other meats containing boraclc acid. Food Commissioner Warren declared that the company is liable under the federal lwa
for violation of the pure food act,
which became operative September L.
PUBLIC LAND FRAUDS IS

CHARGE AGAINST U. P.
New York, Oct. 11. The price ot
Union Pacific railroad stocks fell front
1D1
to 188 4 suddenly to day on
a rumor that the government is about
to proceed agains the company, charg
Sleet Cuts Communication.
frauds in its dealing in public
Rochester, N. V, Oct. 11. This city ing
and vicinity were vlslttd by a severe land.
sleet utoriu this morning, carrying PROSECUTION PRESSING
down limbs of trees and telegraph
THE STANDARD OIL CO.
wires.
Telegraphic
communication
Findlay, O..
11. Another
Oct.
with Buffalo is cut off, as were both
telephone systems connecting
with morning of argument as to the admis
sibility of evidence in the trial of the.
that city.
btandard Oil company of Ohio for
conspiracy against trade, resulted In
Earliest Snow in Many Years.
Haielton, Pa., Oct. 11. The earliest a victory for the prosecution in everjr
snow for many years fell during two case. The evidence submitted under
hours today. At Corry rIx inches had this ruling was documentary, consist
ing or records from the office of the
fallen up to 9 o'clock this morning.
secretary of state ot New Jersey,
showing the enlargement of the Stan
Fruit and Shade Trees.
nuffalo, N. Y., Oct. 11. Snow began dard OH company of that state la
falling here late yesterday and con- 1899, and its subsequent'- sevei) retinued throughout the night. Great ports. It is the purpose of the prosdamage was done in this city and in ecution to place on the stand this afthe surrounding towns to fruit and ternoon the directors of some of the
in
sh.clo trees. Telephone and telegraph alleged constituent companies
Ohio, to "show the relations between
service Is badly srlppled.
them
and the Standard Ol! of Ohio."
Joseph Kerber, a machinist,
was
killed hls morning and an unknown
man shocked to death last night, by.
SANDS MARRIeomliig in contact with live wires, BLIGHT
which had been broken by the heavy
wet snow.
3--

3--

-

'.

-

AGE SOLEMNIZED

Pittsburg Reaches 28.
Pittsburg, Oct. 11. AH records of
low temperature
in early October,
since the establishment of the weathNewport, R. I., Oct. 11. In the
er bureau in 1871, were broken today Emmanuel church here today a very
when the mercury dropped to 28 deand interesting wedding took
grees. At Warren, Pa., a regular bliz- place, the bride being Miss Evelyn
Blight, daughter of Alberten Blight.
zard Is In progress, doing much dam-agof Newport and London, and the
bridegroom Mahlon Alonson Sands of
New York and London. About 2,500
Gale Accompanied Snow.
were issued and tho
Cleveland, Oct. 11. The storm, Invitations
which had swept this city since Tues- church .which was lavishly decorated
day, 'continued unabated today. A with flowers and evergreens, was fill
heavy snow is failing steadily. Today ed to its fullest extent. The marriage
the wind reached a velocity of 45 ceremony was performed by the Rev.
miles, ripping limbs from trees and Emory H. Porter, the rector. The
temporarily crippling telegraph,
bride wore a most artistic gown of
and traction service. One man white chiffon, embroidered in silver.
was frozen to death.
and decorated with Brussels lace
worn by her mother. The veil was.
Michigan Fruit DMiaged.
of tulle, edged with lace, and the
Benton Harbor, Octo. 11. A heavy bridal bouquet was composed of garfrost last night did untold damage in denias and lilies of the valley. Mrs.
Blight has a slight
this section of the Michigan fruit
fell last night and today to a and has been styled the "White Roue'
beauty. The bridesmaids were Miss
depth of eight inches.
Margaret
Wlnthrop,
Miss
Natlc
Rives, Miss Edith Greenough and
Cotton Suffers In Georgia.
Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 11. There was a Miss Muriel Delano Robblns, and
heavy frost, throughout
northern wero arrayed In turquolso, panne satiGeorgia last night. Frost is also re n, with silver trimmings, laige picture hats In silver, with long blue
ported from several eouthern counplumes and bouquets of pink. Mmxajr
ties, with damage to cotton.
Graham, an Englishman,
acted ft&
best man, After tho ceremony there;
NATIONALS ARE WHITE
was s. reception ot HliU'Jy Nuulu-- Aloe
,
WASH F !? IN
L GAMj
Chicago, Oct. 11. With the Nation- Blight's Newport home. MIbs Blight's
als and the Americans each winner of mother was the daughter of Richardone game in the world's championship son Saltomstall Greenough, a Boston
series the Interest in the series is sculptor, who died a few years ago In
high as ever today. The weather is Rome. Her sisters are Mrs. V. Payne
still cold but the wind Is not so high. Thompson and Mrs. Gerald lawther
Result: Americans 3, Nationals 0.
whose husband is the British minister ut Tangier, Morocco. In a day or
two Mr. Sands and his bride will
RAILROAD COMPANY MAKES
BIG INCREASE IN STOCK leave for
o.

tele-phon- o

anglo-predilecU-

belt-Sao-

w

pi

hoiinoke. Va, Oct. j 1. A meeting
of the stockholders of the Norfolk &
Western railway commenced here
'UH afternoon for tho purpose of authorizing an increase of the common
stock of the eumpany from $C6,000,0(ilj
to J 100,000,000. Tho president, E. I
Johnson, explained that tho great increase of tho company's traftlc neces- stiated improvements to cope with it.
The report of the directors on the financial condition ot the road Is tho
most favorable yet made by the company. The total earnings of the year
amounted to 28.487,7iU, an increase
over those of l'J05 of $l,3i8,505. After the deduction of operating expenses, interest on bonded debt, etc.,
there is a net Income of $7,4.'i2.3M,
an Increase of ILtilS.UJO over the previous year.

John Adams Aeuul, father of the
prisoner, disgraced as ho Is, is on his
way to America to see hit; wayward
son and do what a father can.
"Don't give any publicity to my
case, saici Acton, Just before enter- -'
lug the penitentiary.
"It is simply
another instance of where a young
man strays from strict home Influences, falls In with bad companions
and disgraces good parents.
I am
not sorry for myself, but my proud
father and mother."
After leaving his luxurious home
In England, Acton enlisted
in the
British army, distinguishing himself
by reckless feats in the Boer war.
At the close of tho war he returned
to England, and renewer bis life of
gambling and dissipation.
Anally $500,000 RAISED FOR
coming to Canada. He came 1o San
AFRO- - AMERICAN COUNCIL
Diego as an employe of an English
New York, Oct. 11. At the continlaud developing syndiate.
ued meeting of tho
National council in the Mouut Zlon
Meeting of Educational
Association. African Methodist Episcopal church,
Mich., Oct.
Menominee,
11. Tne. on West Eighty-nintstreet, here toeleventh annual meeting of the Upper day, the president, Illshop Alexander
Peninsula IMueaiionul association was Walters, inaugurated
a frtnd the
opened here today under the presiden- amount of which Is to be JiO.OoO, for
cy of L. K. Amidou of Iron Mouu-tainthe purpose of engaging counsel to
Upwards of 1,000 teachers from test the disfranchisement laws in tho
all pans of the state were prebat. southern states In the United States
An elaborate program has been arrang- federal court.
Protests were also
ed for the conference which will last wade against the treatment of
until the 15th.
in Atlanta, (la.
n

s.

es

' Wake

their home. Emmanuel church;
wuere ino ceremony look place. Was
built as a memorial to John Nicholas
Brown.

STATE MODERATION OF
WOMEN'S CLUBS MEETS
Slstervllle, W. Va., Oct. 11. Th
West Virginia State Federation of
Women's clubs held its annual meeting here today, when representative
from Wheeling, Parkesburg, Huntington, Wellsburg and all the cluba in
the estate attended.
Anion the
speakers were Mrs. Hyre, a member
of the Cleveland school board, and
prominent member of the Women's
club of Cleveland, and Mrs. Guy Allen of this city.
FIRE CHIEFS IN
CONVENTION AT DALLAS
Dallas. Texas Oct it Th ...... ..i
convention of fire chiefs commenced
here on the 9th and concluded today.
Delegates from all ctatfi oitor.,i,..i
John Stagg, president of the International Association or VirA lvnt Intern
occupied the chair. Chief McUee of
Dallas welcomed his confrers giving
them a right royal reception. Plans
for the ensuing year .were discussed,
model or new Are appliances inspected and an edifying session commenced.
Editor Estabrook of the Fireman's
lUrald Is superintending the general
arrangements and has announced that
he would make the conference a rousing success.

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWO
A terrific sheet of Are, ten miles
wide, sweeps over the countlc3
In . Wisconsin bordering Grean
Hay; loss. 1,000 lives and
tiiT i Weekly ky
In property.
YS QtUco Publishing Company October 10
Flushing granted free exercise
1645
II
m a
of religion by the council of
atta.
at aa mi nil Ik
New Netherlands.
1774
Virginians tinder Oen Lewis defeat the Shawnees at the battle
of Point I'leasant on the Ohio.
Slates Bank Pt
183G rhn United
I'hlladt Iphla falls, .after speculating In cotton.
Papof of Bernalillo County 1S54 Abraham Lincoln challenges
Stephen A. Douglass to debate.
City of Albuquerque.
Two-cen- t
1883
letter postage goes InI Trim kftoriMH OlipitckM.
to effect.
Coat Clftalitim.
targrt Ctt)
1885
Hood Hock, in Hell Gate, Ne-Tk Ur(f1 Nnr Mnk. Clrcolldo.
York
Hariior, Mown up with
Irw1 Mrtra Orlwnt Clfculttlaa.
250.IHIO pounds of dynamite nn l
" i'
airar
powder.
tcmms or SUMCWIFTION!
- S October 11
i"
.
injv w
Floating plfceg of wood sighted
.r
v
. 00 14S2 by
W mI
members of Columbus' crew,
rr- at 10 o'clock at night Columbus
by Carrier, tOc per month
himself discovers a distant light
tfi the
Charier granted tiie New NethTmm Iwna Crmn will ba dallr-ra- d
M
erlands company.
a a la rat at M mta pr nik, r for
Hi pa aMstk. wkas paai monthly.
1776 Oen. Benedict Arnold fights
battle on Lake Champlain
&frcHiii IiUi tiit Ldotb ob Application
against a superior force of Britfavor kr iMMfrfcia' o.
ish.
V aaafar
ar wiv pstMr.
18G0
Prince of Wales received in
uaaMiy aa) am
ra fttaMaa ahonUI ba addraaaad la
New York, with great civic and
jjlraa
a4
Man
COMrAMT.
iffafta.
PinuiniHO
Oil ami
military display.
Mil naa,
and IIIIM roMJ araara
i
12
aaa aa MaaU urabla a Um ardar ac tha October
14S2 The New World discovered by
Christopher Columbus; Rodrlgo
awn rikiFHtfiiii
do I nana, a sailor on the Nina,
Colorado I
mafia I S3
is the first to see it, at 2 o'clock
on Friday morning, ine ianu
discovered Is Watling Island,
TERRITORIAL REPUBLICAN TICKET
one of the Bahama group; a
landing Is made at sunrise.
18C2 Lincoln's policy of conducting
the war bitterly assailed at a
great democratic
meeting In
New York.
1871
President Grant Issues a proc
lamation against the
klan In South Carolina.
1886
More than 250 persons perish
in a gale in Texas and the

IDE

EVENING

1871

CITIZES

pKXO00000C
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Cheapest Form
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"tk
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WANTED A
Second stru

PHARMACY

Hlu-slon-

England, France, and Spain each
agrees to surrender conquests.
175 ' Antl stamp act congress meets
in New York City.
1775 British vessels fire on Bristol,
R. I.
1777 Burgoyae defeated In battle of
Saratoga; conspicuous bravery
of Benedict Arnold.
1780 Drooping American spirits revived by victory at Kings Moun-

tain.

N. C.

railway, three
miles long, is completed lit
Qulncy, Mass., for conveying
granite to tidewater; first railway in the United States.
October 8-1635 John Winthrop, son of the governor of Massachusetts, arrives
from England to become governor of Connecticut.
1782 John Adams concluded a treaty
with Holland.
1812 Capt. Elliott captures two British frigates on Lake Erie.
1823 First boat passes from Rochester to Albany through the Erie
Canal.
1813 First serious railroad accident
In the United States occurs on
Am boy and Bordentown road,
in New Jersey; several persons
killed.
1871 The great Chicago fire; loss,
17.450 buildings, 200 lives and
property valued at $200,000,000.

1826

A

horse-pow-

er

October 9
1642 First annual commencement at
1C51

171
1779

1837
1847

1808
1867

Harvard college.
Parliament parses the first navigation act, forbidding Imports
of goods Into England except In
English vessels.
Yale college receives its chartjr
and is formally opened as 'i
school at Say brook.
Combined American and French
attack on Savannah repulsed by
the Britisa; Count Pulaski mortally wounded.
Steamer Home, New York for
Charh ston, wrecked and 100
lives loist.
4Jen. Lane, with 5o0 men, defeats a superior force of Mexicans and captures the city of
Huaniantla.
First overland mail arrives In
St. Louis, 23 days and 4 hours
from San Francisco.
Possession of Alaska formally
transferred to the United States
by Russia.

Position
17

salesni.-in-:

Address

PHARMACY

2o;

North

P.

O-

-

as shoe or
years' experience!
gro-eer-

ceooooeoe
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

Painless Extracting

ALL

WORK

$6
$1.50 up
50c

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

V ft
If
ffh

afl

GUAR-

Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.

Of-

22,

1906.

Notice Is hereby given that Juan
Pablo Montano of Hagan, N. M., has
filed notice of 'nis intention to make
r
final
proof In support of
his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
6312, made April 22, 1901, for the NW
SW
Section 4. Lots 3 and 4,
flve-yea-

4

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made end
strictly private. Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from All
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

y

Box 407.

presser.
At Brown s cleaning and pressing
Silver avenue.
works. loo-I- ll
WANTED Help furnished and emsecured
f
nil kinds
ployment
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Colbnrn's Employment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270
Gentlemen's secona-tian- d
WANTED
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
outh'of viaduct. Sena address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED Physician from Jonn Hopkins' Hospital, Baltimore, seekc an Close
opening in New Mexico. Expert In
physical and microscopical diagnosis. Address A. A. Citizen office.
Men and women in each
county as field managers to repre- Also
sent, advertise and distribute samples of our goods. Salary $80.00
per month, paid weekly, and cash
advanced for expenses. No capital
Position
or expenience necessary.
permanent. Address Northwestern
Co., Dept. 2 K, 338 Wabash avenue,
Chlcpgo, 111.
i

First St. and Cold Avebue

;

tiful and pure.
The critical ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass,
however, is so fraught with dread, pain, sulFering and danger, that tho
very thought of it fills her with apprehension an horror. There is nj
necessity for the reproduction of life to be either ainful or dangerous.
The use of Mother's Friend to prepares the system forthe coming event
that it is safely passed without any danger. This great and wonderful
remedy is always up- mm
mmrm
-

SAYINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

In on

North Fifth, at a bargain
this week.

5 room

house, close In, lowlands,
for $2700.00.

110

PROFESSIONAL

REAL

ESTATE

ALBUQUERQUE,

OmCERB AND DIRECTORS

m

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

H. F. RAYNOLDS

Auto Phone 678

205 West Gold

NEW MEXICO

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST

LOANS

AN

l.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

BASHINSKY

&

Solicits

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & 8ANTA FE RY.

West Gold Ave.

FOR RENT Pleasant, airy,
rooms for housekeeping. 624
West Railroad avenue.
FOk RENT Furnished rooms, with
or without board; home cooking.
207 North Fifth street.
cottage,
FOR RENT Four-rooat Lockhart ranch. Ten
minutes' walk from street car line.
Vv est
FORRENT Residence, 709
Gold avenue. Six rooms and bath.
Kent $35 per month. Apply mornings, or to Mrs. John F. Pearce.
FOR RENT Kitchen, dining room,
bed room and store room; $15 per
Minneapolis House, 524
month.
South Second street.
in Par
FOR KENT Apartments
View terrace, eight rooms each;
steam heated, and fill other modern
conveniences. H. H. Tllton, room 19,
Grant Block.
y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, cornei of Seventh
street and Tljeras avenue. Inquire
at Lommori & Mattenccl, 624 West
Tljeras avenue.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
houses and flats for housekeeping,
also ranch. Will take parties to
board. Apply at 110 East Coal av
enue. Mrs. Norris.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
$1.25 to $1.50 per week; 25c to 50c
per night. Also rooms for light
housekeeping.
The Minneapolis
House. 524 South Second street,
Albuquerque, N. M.
TOrt SALE.
FOR SALE Fire wood at the Su
perior Lumber and Planing Mill Co.
FOR SALE $5,000 shares in good
bond Investment.
Address F., Ci'.i- two-stor-

and

Otf'l'TCERS AND DIRECTORS
'' "t
Solomon Luna, President: W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J
JohnBon, . sst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon : .una, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E.

U. . DEPOSITORY
Capital
Authorized
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

DUlldlng.

,

Qmsmm

Oil

Cro-awel-

BACON

five-roo-

ask

Facilities.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

m

ri

omr

W

TWO LOTS

FOR SENT.
rurnished
FOR RENT Three-roohouse, with bath, close in. No. 108
John street.
modern
RENT New
cottages. Frank Ackerman, Grant

five-roo-

ALLOWED

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

POR TERFIELD CO.

Section S, Lots 1 and 5, Section 8, and
zen office.
3,
Lot
Section 9, Twp. 12 N,
Range 6 E. and liat said proof will be FOR SALE Furniture of
house, complete, at bargain. House
made before the Probate Clerk at Ber
for rent to buyer If desired. Call
nalillo. N. M.. on November 5, 1906.
daytime. Apply 313 South Arno.
GALLUP GLEANINGS
He names the following witnesses to
prove big continuous residenoe upon, iuR SALE Furniture lor sale and
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
house for rent. Iuqolre 116 South
Nestor Gonzales of Hagan, N. M.;
High street.
From the Republican.
N.
Placttas,
Jacobo
Gutierrez of Las
Miss May Buckley
has returned
FOR SALE Two choice lots in the
Placttas,
M.;
Jose F. Gutierrez of Las
from an extended visit in California
Grant tract, for $300. One-thir- d
whither she went to recuperate. She N. M.; Andres Armljo of Las Placltas,
cash, balance $10 a month. A bar
M.
N.
Is much improved in nealth from her
gain. Seo'H. S. Knight.
R.
MANUEL
OTERO.
trip and had a delightful time. Her
FOR SALE
A handsome Haraiuan
Register.
mother, Mrs. Harper, will not return
piano, in fine condition and almost
until later.
new, at a bargain.
For particu
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
E. F. Kenney Is very seriously ill
lars, call at this office.
at his home on Coal avenue. Mr. Ken- Department of the Interior. Land Of' ?'UK
SALE General
merchandise
ney was taken down the later part of
flee at Santa Fe. N. M.. Sept. 22.
business on the El Paso and South
the lust week with pneumonia and it
li)06.
western In eastern New Mexico.
is now necessary that he have conStock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine opstant attention and a trained nurse is
Notice is hereby given that William
portunity for right party. Can ex
in attendance on Mr. Ktmey.
G. Tight of Albuquerque, N. M., has
plain good reason for selling. Lo
Roy Barney, son of Mr. and Mrs. filed notice of his intention to make
cality healthiest in New Mexico. Ad
Geo. H. Barney of Williams has been final commutation proof in support of
dress inquiries to this paper.
quite ill with typhoid fever but Is now his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
lietUr. The little boy is the grandson 9112 made April 2. 1906. for the NE ton SALE The Minneapolis House,
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty-- I
of J. W. Baylis. formerly of this place
N
T.p. 10
23.
Section
ur rooms, all newly furnished,
but now at Fort Defiance.
Range 3 E, and that said proof will
painted and papered. The best paybe made before the Probate Clerk, at
Blood Poisoning
ing property in Albuquerque.
Any
Albuquerque, N. M., on November 6,
results from chronlo constipa'lon, 1906.
otter acceptable. Call or address C.
which In quickly cured by Dr. King's
D.
Warde, the Minneapolis House,
He names the following witnesses to
New Life 'Pills. They remove all prove his continuous residence upon,
Albuquerque, N. M.
poisonous germs from the system and and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Sick Headahe Cured.
Infuse new life and vigor; cure sour
M. F. Angell. C. E. Hodgln, Charles
Sick headache ' is caused by destomach, nausea, headache, dizziness Etne, Mrs. John Brown, all of Albu- rangement
of the stomach and by inand colic, without griping or discom- querque, N.
digestion.
Chamberlain's
Stomach
fort. 2'ic. Guaranteed by all
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and Liver Tablets correct these disRegister.
orders and effect a cure. By taking
these tablets as soon as the first indication of the disease appears the
No woman's happl
attack may be warded off. Get a free
lies can be completo sample and try them. For sale by all
without children; it druggists.
i
her nature to love
Ask
S KRACK KREA!
an want them BREADforandJAFFm
JL
take no other.

rFJ B

INTEREST

MONEY to LOAN

House

WANTEDA "cleaner and

States navy origin
ated by sn aet of congress pro
viding for the construction of
For Delegate to Congress
two cruisers.
BrltiBh batteries at Queenstown
WILLIAM H. ANDREWS, 1812 Canada,
captured by Americans
B. F. COPP.
of Bernalillo County.
New York militia refuses to
leave the state and the batter- ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
ies are retaken, along with
COUNTY REPUBLICAN TICKET
American prisoners.
LEGAL NOTICE.
1863 Gens. Meade and Lee engage in
For Council
exciting military race for Wash Last Will and Testament of John
WILLIAM B. CHILDERS.
Ington along parallel lines in
Condon, Deceased.
'
Virginia; Made wins.
For Representatives
To O. N. Marron and Patrick Kalia-he- r,
GEORGE A. KASEMAN
executors and devisees, Mrs.
MODESTO C. ORTIZ
Mary Condon Specht, Minnie Condon,
BELIEVES MURDERERS
Edward Condon, David Condon, Jr.,
For County Commissioners
Sisters of Mercy of Memphis, Tenn.,
SEVERO SANCHEZ
BE
Mempms,
Josephs Hospital,
St.
J. B. MAYO
'lenn.; the Sisters of Charity of Cincinnati, O.; Sisters of Charity of the
For Probate Judge
Leavenworth Branch, A. M. Manda-lar- i,
$10,000
IS
TO
BELEN
HAVE
HOTEL
ISIDRO SANDOVAL'
' BUILDING STRUCTURE
superior of the Dominican Order
IS
In charge of St. Peter's church at
BEING CONSTRUCTED.
For Probate Clerk
Memphis, Tenn.; Thos. S. Byrne,
NESTOR MONTOYA.
John Becker, of John Becker com bishop of Nashville, Tenn.; sister supany of Blen, said yesterday
at perior of St. Joseph's hospital at AlFor Sheriff
the Alvarado that in his opinion the buquerque, N. M., and to all whom It
THOMAS S. HUBBELL
peerpetrators of the murder of James may concern:
Billingslea and William McLaugh- You are hereby notified that the alFor Assessor
September 29th, should be lynched leged last will and testament of John
GEORGE F. ALBRIGHT
is
without a trial. One of the men
Condon, late of the county of Berna19 years of age and the other fa lillo
and territory of New Mexico, deCollector about
For Treasurer and
25. The crime was done on
probably
ceased, has been produced and lead
C ED. NEWCOMER
no provocation whatever and for no in the probate court of the county of
gain the murderers did it apparently Bernalillo, territory of New Mexico,
For County School Superintendent just
to be killing someone and tha
an adjourned regular term thereof,
J. A. MILLER
severest penalty of the law would be at
on the 1st day of October, 1906,
held
murnone
good
too
for them. The
day of the proving of said alFor Surveyor
the
and
now
derers
are
in Jail at Socorro.
leged
DON J. RANKIN
and testament was by
last
'
In speaking of Belen. the new order of will
Judge
of said court therethe
town
says
on
off,
Mr. Becker
the cut
Monday, the 5th day of
upon
For Constitutional Convention
fixed
for
place
being
is
new
that the
treated to
Delegates
improvements almost every day. A November, A. D. 1906, term of Bald
H. F. RAYNOLDS
foundation
has been laid for a $10,-00- 0 court, at 10 o'clock 'in the forenoon of
M. E. HICKEY
building
hotel
to be built by Miss said day.
T. N. WILKERSON
Given under my hand and the seal
Bertha Ruiz, proprietress of the ComT. C. GUTIERREZ
mercial hotel. C. F. Cramer, of th'.s of this court this 1st day of October,
E. W. DOBSON
city has purchased a couple of lots at A. D. 1906.
A. E. WALKER,
Belen upon which he will erect a
Probate Clerk.
business building to be occupied by
INTERESTING EVENTS IN a plumbing establishment.
NOTICE FOA PUBLICATION.
How's This?

Call

iiil for general

street.

WANTED

205 East Railroad Ave.

BOUt'IlWtSt.
October 13
1775
The United

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any cape of Catarrh that cannot be
cured ny Hall's Catarrh Cure. F. J.
CHKNKV & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 16 years, and
tielleve
him perfectly honorable In all
October 7
business transactions and financially able
carry out any obligations made by his
1492 Sailors on the Nina, one of Co- to
II rm.
Waldinir, Rinnan & Marvin,
lumbus' ships, under the
Wholesale Druggist, Toledo, O.
land, raised a flag and
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally,
acting directly upon the blood end muAre guns.
surfaces of the system. Testimonials
1691 King William grants a new, but cous
sent free. Price 75c. per bottle. Sold by
leas liberal, charter to Massa- all Drugglats.
Take Hall s Family Pills for constlpa
chusetts.
tlon.
re1748 Treaty of
stores peace in the New Worll,

il.

work; small family. 519 West Tl- Jerns 'avenue.
WANTED Lady's ticket for Chicago.
Mrs. W. VouiK, 408 North Second

Sold by tha

"1

Klu-Klu-

I

t

WAVTi.-n-

he-ro- c

ALVARADO

NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus. $100,000

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

WANTED.

li4

HIGHLAND

ALBUQUERQUE

of people who are
"Neccessary to Yout Prosperity"

5c3 for 10c

Qtnn

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

67o Citizen Want Ads, Furnish you
witls names and addresses

For Invalids
Tourists and
School Children

11, 1908.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

the man wa fhouid be working tor yout
the mao Hhi 'wouid gladly lend you money
'.vna weuld like to buy your horss?
the n.-the man who would buy an Interest In your buslnst
the man who would buy that lot of groundt
n0. wou'i buy your old blcyclof
of the tn

u4

'rais

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

of
of
of
of
of

Health Insurance in its

j

CITIZEN.

DO YOU WANT THE,
NAME AND ADDRE55

Aseptic Paper
Drinking Cups

t

EVENING

CARDS

Depository for Atchison, Topekt

LAWYERS.
Ira M. Bcna.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. C Pensions,
lands,! patents,
copyrights, caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.

&

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

ESQ

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL,
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, .

E. W. Dobso.i.

ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.

J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
DR.

Interest Paid on 'l ime Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts o tho Wond

We Want Your

mall.

Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
No. 306 Railnfid aveaue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:- - p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
pointments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.

.

$100,000.00
.
22,000.00

Banking Business

DIRECTORS
Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
D. H. arns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. otrong. Jay A. Hubbs.

O. N.

Drt. R. L. HUST.
Office, 6 8, N. T. Armljo Bldg.

Tuberculosis treated with
Current and
Electrical
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
nurse in attendance. Both 'phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto. 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
y

A. BORDERS.

Commercial Club Building, Black
and White Hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer. Room
Barnett
Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
Phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.

GROSS, KELLY & GO., INC

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

46-4-

J.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Farwell.

R.

Room 23, N. T. Armljo building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
Gold avenue.
RODERICK STOVfcf, E. E.
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
906
West Railroad avenue. Automatic 'phone, 179.
A Young

Mother at 70.
mother has suddenly been
made young at 70. Twenty years of
intense suffering from dyspepsia had
entirely
six
disabled
her, until
months uso, when she began taking
Electric Bitters which have completely cured
her and restored
the
strength and activity she had in the
prime of life." writes Mrs. W. I
of Danforth, Me. Greatest
restorative medicine on the globe.
Sets stomach..
liver and kidneys
right, purifies the blood and cures
malaria, biliousness and weaknesses.
Wonderful nerve tonic. Price 50c.
Guaranteed by all druggists.
"My

MUSIC LESSONS.

Prof. N. DiMauro, the violinist,
gives lessons on the violin and mandolin.
Guaranteed to be the best
teacher In Albuquerque. Any one desiring lessons address general delivery, city.

o
An Awful Cough Cured.
OVERCOATS.
"Two years ago our little girl had
a touch of pneumonia, which left her
for sale
Unredeemed overcoats
with an awful cough. She had spells
pawn brokof coughing, Just like one with the cheap at Rosenfleld's, the
whooping coiiKh and some thought er the man you can trust.
slut would" nut get well at all. We
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
got a liottlo of Chamberlain's Cough BREAD and take no other.
Remedy, which acted like a charm.
She slopped coughing and got stout
PILLS
PENNYROYAL
and f;it," writes Mrs. Ora Hussard, MOTT'S
trreiftt-lu- i
Veiktirw,
TiH'V overcome
Hiuliaki r. 111.
This remedy is for
Victor
it
ul oiiiiatMli,ln.'i
" I'Uiiia "f Iik Hell
mild mnii-lnull.-- by ail druggists.
1
laltte
i.."
kHtiri'i"
tut

Albuquerque Business Men
advertise in the Evening Citizen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
read.
t

00K4PUTNEY

40
O4004004000
ESTABLISHED IS"

"OLD RELIABLE."

L.

pi

THE WHOLESALE

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD
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BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
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trying crisis without suffering.
Send fur free book containing Infortuitlu
pricfluaa lu lu all tiiwuut luuiLar.
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Bradltld Regulator

Co., Atlanta,

Accidents will happen, but the
families keep Dr. Thomas'
Eclei-irioil for such emergencies.
It sublines the pain und heuls the
hurts.
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PAINT Covers more, loo..g best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUII.DiNu PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
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parts of the country near
but they resented any atsettle, the Interior. The
Uietrs, and tnur uvea "expended on holding It. If. on the other
hml it white man wished to live
among them, as one of them, Identi
fying himself with the tribe mat sni
tered him, they looked well after him
and were proud to have him.
As It has already been slated, the
Maoris were Indomitable fighters, and
In two great Maori wars their chiefs
proved themselves generals of great
ability and It took years to bring
them to terms. They were beaten,
but never conquered. However, when
a treaty, it was
RemarkablcJStory of Progress they did finally make they
have lived
a lasting one. and
up to it to this day.
the Maoris
A wonderful people are the Maoris;
were
of New Zealand.
In their primitive state they
brave and high spirited, possessing a
nobility of charater far higher than
any other aborigines discovered by
DISCOVERED J.ESS
the English. There is an artistic instinct In the New ZeaJnders that
has never (lied out. Tbey possess a
YEARSAGO THEY NOW wonderful gift of wood carving, and
the work that has been done with
the rude tools of stone and shell rivals the gold and silver workings of
Their
Take Part In Government of
the Aztecs. Kaeh tribe or clan had a
style of ornament of Its own. and
Country Serving as Members
from father to son the gift seemed to
be handed down. Most of their work
of Its Parliament.
was lavished on the tribal meeting
houses, and also the houses of their
feudal chiefs were richly decorated,
(By John Oliver La Gorce.)
every Inch of space being curiously
Siecial Correspondence.
carved. They even went so far as to
savages
Of
all
11.
lioadon. Oct.
decorate
the posts upon which the
civ
to
attempted
that Eneland has
houses were raised, a couple of feet
llze, and she haB probably shown the above the ground, and every timber
light, as It were, to a larger number was worked over in some "vay.
than any other country on eann
These natives never forgot their
ot her vast colonial possessions, love
of fighting, even in tbe artistic;
the development of the Maoris, the they would build a high stockade enaborigines of New Zealand, stands out tirely around their villages, and evalong ery
aa the greatest achievement
few feet would erect a large
this line of progress.
figure,
grotesquely carved
wooden
Only a couple of generations back about the face to represent tattoing,
today
cannibals:
were
the Maoris
another art In which they excelled,
their descendants are members of and the rest of the body richly decortrust
offices
of
parliament and hold
ated. The Maori artists were grotesand responsibility under the govern quely humorous beyond common acserpublic
ment. They are faithful
ceptance, perhaps when dealing with
vants, and, perhaps more remarkable, life, but the work was always finely
they are honest ones.
decorative and fitted to the object InTasman, the great Dutch explorer, tended.
Every man In the clan was tattoed,
while In search of the Solomon Islands in the South sea, discovered a according to his standing and
ia a most wonderful
wild and mountainous country, which achievements,
be called Staaten land. He both saw way, and even the women tattooed
and communicated with the natives, their chins and bodies.
The English point with pardonable
who swarmed down from their moun
tain homes when he found anchorage pride to the development of the MaIn a beautiful natural harbor, and he oris. Only a few generations back
prepared to barter with them. He their one motive or object In life was
did not land at once, wishing first to to fight; for this they had tribal organization; all their ceremonies constudy the natives for a time.
The second night he beheld a wild templated war; It was not only the
ceremony on the shore, which he final settlement of all kinds of disthought to be some religious rite. putes, but often the amusement of
Imagine the consternation and horror their leisure, when there was, for the
of himself and crew when, upon clos- moment, nothing else to do. They
villages
er observation, he discovered the af- built their
fair to be a cannibal feast of the most on strategic points, and were ever
terrible kind, and who can blame the ready to give battle to the first com- doughty sailor for instantly setting jer. Their object was to fight, not so
sail and. leaving far behind a country much to win or for gain, but to fight;
peopled with savages of such a type. and to win without a hard fight was
He made but one attempt to land, no satisfaction to the victors.
d
The origin of the Maoris is a
and then at a point in the extreme
point. It Is.however, certain
northwest of the country, where he
saw no natives. He named the cape that they are of the stock that
all of Polynesia, who came eastMaria Van Dlemen. after the daugh-e- r
of the great Dutch governor gen ward from the Indies through Malaysia. Many tribes or packs spread to
era:.
The real discoverer of New Zealand the Sandwich Islands, to Tahlta and
under dialectic
was that redoubtable English sailor. Samoa, preserving
Captain James Cook, who in 1769 forms the names of their long-ag- o
sailed on an expedition to tlie South home, and affixing it to some part of
sea to observe, for scientific infornui- - 'the new one. Hawaii preserved theaion, the transit of Venus. Captain tradition of a land called by the MaCook turned his good ship southward oris Hawaiikl. Today they are a
with the daring of a Columbus, and changed people, and the warlike spirit
to a marked degree in the
sailed into an unknown and unchart- - is
a nine weeks' voyage new generations
r d sea. Afterstrange
It is a sad fact, but true, that the
land which, old
lie sighted a
records say, he thought to be Terra commingling with the white race has
He no
Australia Incognita, but which was greatly changed the Maori.
the the North Island of New Zealand, longer can do the striking and beautl-an- d
he landed at the same spot now ful wood carving that his ancestor
of
known as Poverty bay. Cook, while created with rude Instruments
exploring the shores, met the natives, green stone and Jade. Their hand
and by great patience and tact made has lost Its touch; the originality
friends with them and found them gone, they can only copy In a
to trade. But the discovery hearted way the work that in years
was again made that the fierce Ma- - ago was a pleasure and a Joy to their
oris were cannibals., and although the fathers. They have, however, made
were alive with wonderful advances along educational
seas thereabouts
Intelligent,
whale and seal, the timber valuable lines, being naturally
and the country rich in almost every- eager to learn, and quick to take adthing that men prize, the settlers vantage of every opportunity, falling
fcluinned the country for some years. into the ways of tire whites almost as
Finally, they began to arrive, news a second nature. What a glowing
of the vast wealth of the Islands hav- tribute to the progress of the Maori
ing gor.e broadcast. While advertur-tr- s people is given when it Is realized
among that a number of Maoris have been
themselves
distributed
the Maoris, and sometimes tbe na-:l- elected to tu5 parliament of New Zeacould be Induced to Join wha- land, and ably represent their people
in small in a country so well governed that it
ler, v.here their services,sought,
for compels the admiration of the world,
numbers, were eagerly
be1 ties being very powerful, they while their ancestors only a couple of
were equal to three white men when generations ago were
cannibals. The Maori squaws of yea- U came to fishing. The whites speedily learned that the Maoris were not Jterday are thinking women of today,
icommon savages, but of a superior and nave neen given xn rigm jo yoiu.
it is a sad fact that the. Maoris are
type of Intelligence, quick to learn,
and with a well organized system of rapidly decreasing in. numbers; the
old. Uf
of activity
governing, having, however, most pe- change from
culiar laws and customs, which in and fr&vdom In their lofty mountain
many cases the whites did not take, nomes to thv Ins existence in cities
he trouble to understand.,
close to the sea has- Impaired the
The ever present danger of Inter- health of the present generai!?n;
mingling with the Maoris lay in the each year many succumb to that
stringency of their religious customs, dread disease, the white plague,
more especially of "tapu," which cut which Is widely spreading among the
oft"
certain persons or things from people.
tribal use or intercourse, sometimes
as an honor, sometimes as a disgrace.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
A Maori chief was "tapu" his person, Take LAXATIVE BltOMO
Quinine
his food, any article he fancied or Tablets. Druggists refund money if
marked for his own were sacred from it fails to cure. E. W. GKOVE'8
tho touch of his inferiors. By rules signature Is on each box. 25c.
which .veil the Maoris themselves
could not always remember, hundreds
or things were thus rendered sacred
COMING EVENTS
and on account of this mysterious
custom ihere was much trouble. For
Instance, the violation of "tapu" caus
Novemlier 6. Mahara'g Minstrels.
ed the slaughter of Marlon du Fresno
November 8. My Friend From Arand sixteen of his crew, who were kansas."
surprised, killed and eaten because
November H The maid and the
they had neglected to attend a hunt Mummy.
ing expedition upon which a Maori
November 15. Uncle Josh.
chief had Invited them. Another inNovember 26 Uncle Tom's Cabin.
stance of an offense against "tapu"
December 10 The Holy City.
was the flogging of a young chief who
December 14 King of Triumphs.
had been prevailed upon to go on a
December 29. Hooligan's Troubles.
whaling cruise, and who, upon refusDecember 31 My Wife's Family.
ing to do certain work, was beaten.
Mrs. Bambini, ai ner parlors. No.
beship
When the
returned and this
came Known there was a sudden at- 209 West Hailroad avenue, is pretack and sixty-siout of a crew of pared to give thorough scalp treatseventy were killed. The young chief ment, do hair dressing, tre. t corns,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
saved tbe lives of four of the crew gives
massage treatment and manicurwho haj been kind to him, and be- - ing. Mrs.
Bambini's own prepsration
caue he had saved their lives he of complexion
cream builds up the
himself was put to death, along with skin
and Improves the complexion,
u number of his clan.
Is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
Closely behind the while settlers and
orepares a hair tonic that
Sne
came
missionaries, who directed cures also
prevents dandruff and hair
their elTui ts toward uprooting cannl-ba!t.-- falling and
restores life to dead hair;
among the natives, and also removesout;
moles, warts and superfluous
suppress'iig head hunting, which was tair. Also
face powder, a freckle
a luvori'e eport, as it was with our cure
pimple cure and pile cure.
"little brown men" of the Philippines. All ofandthe-ipreparations tre pureiy
To Christianize the Maoris w;is uo vegetable compounds.
Just adea.s-however, for they bad a ded a vibrator machine Havo
nut in al J.iy of fighting, not s.i much of scalp, faci and cure for treatment
of wrinkles.
for giiln or to win, but just for the it l i also used for rheumatism.
Datna
bake of lighting, and fur a long time and massage
no heudway was made.
The Maoris were willing to a cerAsk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
tain ex'-r- .t
:o have the whites settle BREAD and take no other.
certain
the coast,
tempts to
land wjs
In
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PANAMA CANAL REALLY
RUNS NORTH AND SOUTH
CURIOUS TWISTS OF THE ATLAN
TIC AND PACIFIC OCEANS DO
NOT ALLOW IT TO RUN EAST
' AND
AND WEST THE
BIKE
TOBACCO MONEY CHANGE.

'

lurnnituiitn
CURIOUS

FACTS

ABOUT

PANAMA

The canal will run due north
and south; not east and west.
You don't buy a grave In Panama; you rent It.
The bicycle lias Just struck
the Isthmus.
Panama hats are not made in
Panama.
Tobacco lg used as money In
S both Panama and the canal sone.
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars
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That Albuquerque is Blessed With Gas
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT BY INSTALLING A
GAS HEATER AND RANGE. COME PAY US A VISIT.
WE WILL BE DELIGHTED TO SEE YOU AND WILL
CHEERFULLY 8HOW YOU OUR COMPLETE LINE
OF GAS HEATERS AND RANGES. ALL 8IZES, ALL
KINDS. WE HAVE JU8T THE ONE TO SUIT YOU.
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To bcEln with, the grave is not
yours. The Panamanian way is to
lease a grave, and allow heir, relative
or friend to pay the rent. If the rent
stops, open comes the grave, back to
earth comes that which remains of you
and soon you are burning briskly
with others of your kind and some
town rubbish in the vacant lot back
of the etmetery.
It isn t because human bones make
bright burning that, this Is done for
they don't, nor is the heat needed
but graves are in demand In Panama
and ground where the digging Is good
is scarce.
Of course in the canal zone conditions are different.
The American
government gives a very commodious
grave with a really respect nine head-marabsolutely free.

k

paved
The streets of Panama v;
e
the American governn- - "lit, a
macadamized road 1 Sabanas
was built by the American government, a three-nillsimilar road was
built to I. a Boca, and then came the
bicycle. Never before had native eyes
fallen Upon such a contrivance. The
jungle folk may waive much that civi
lization recommends, but they took .o
the bicycle as naturally as if it were
something to drink. At first only Americans rode tho wheels. Now one
sees only natives riding. The Americanos, unused to the limited cycling
territory, soon tired of the machines,
and, like old hats and boots, they descended to Juan and his kitchen
by

five-mil-

e

A BICYCLE HONEYMOON

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
CORNER 4th AND QOLO

A tandem of which in
sweetheart.
American couple bad tired, was made
a present at a jungle wedding, and
the picture shows what use Balboa
V'lllavicencio and his bride made of
it. It Is the only tandem on the isth
mus.

IN PANAMA.

than a nickel, it is given you in tobacco, chewing or smoking, all tied up
ready to be passed out. The dime Is
the smallest American coin ever seen
here.

to suppose that the
Panama hat the sombrero-lik- e
100
The first time old Margarita, the affair, I mean Is made In Panama.
orange woman, gave me Instead of But It isn't. There are enterprise,
change something about the size of a thrift and good swamp grass in a hat
dollar wrapped in brown paper, 1 like that. None of those things grow
thought she was playing Jokes on In Panama. Such headgear comes
me. When I found It was tobacco, I from Ecuador, another thousand miles
was angry, for It isn't pleasant to feel to the south.
that ven the Jungle folk know you
The real Panama hat the one made
for a chewer.
on the Isthmus costs 15 cents, and
But I have forgiven her since, for consists of a piece of cocoanut bark,
I know now that tobacco Is a part of with a fiber thread through It, It can
tne currency of the canal zone and be made in an Instant and without
the republic of Panama. The smallest cost. As to shape. It Is an Inverted
Panamian coin is a
Diece. funnel, or the "dunce cap" of ol-- t
whose purchasing power Is that of theitlm6 school days, and It's as unsani- American
nickel.
Consoauentlv tary a thing as one may put upon his
when you are entitled to change less head.

one-thir-

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

T
Danger From the Plaaue.
Wounds. Bruises and Burns
There's grave danger from the
By applying an antiseptic dressing
plague of coughs and colds that are to wounds, bruises, burns and like In- so prevalent unless you take Dr. Juries before Inflammation
sets In,
ivings iew Discovery for Consump- - they may bo liealed without matura
tlon. Coughs and Colds.
Mrs. Geo.,tlou and In about
the time
wans, of rorest City, Me., writes: required by the old treatment. This
"It's a Godsend to people living In Is the greatest discovery and triumph
climates where coughs and colds pre- of modern srgery. Chamberlain's
vail. I find it quickly ends them. It Pain Balm acts on this same princi
prevents pneumonia, cures la grippe, ple, it- - is an antiseptic and when ap
gives wonderful relief in asthma and plied to such Injuries, causes them to
hay fever and makes weak lungs heal very quickly. It also allays the
strong enough to ward off consumppain and soreness and prevents any
tion, coughs and colds. 50c and $1. aanger ot nioou poisoning. Keep a
Guaranteed by all druggists.
Trial bottle of Pain Calm In, your home
bottle free.
and It will save you time and money
not to mention tne inconvenience anc.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
suffering such Injuries entail. For
'
sale by all druggists.
Bids are Invited liy the undersign
ed for the liorlng or drilling of a well
In FirvleW cemetery, as iwr speclfl- WANTED.
cations, which will be furnished upon
application.
At once. oy. about U to. 16 years
(). W. STRONG'S SON'S.
;old. who desires to learn the printer's
Supts. Falrview Cemetery,
trade. Appty t thbj offljee.

Our Prices

Our Work

are right

is right

All Kinds
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Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Commercial Printing

Having Addled Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You
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All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work
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Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwett for Jos. 8.
8chlitz, Wm. Lemp and St. Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone
Green River, W. H. McBrayer's Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Put sell the straight article as received by us from the best T1uer1,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect oar
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.
Issued to dealers only.
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By Victor M. Hughes.
Special Correspondence.
t
Panama, Isthmus of Panama. Oct. 11
will
Nine out of ten people
tell
you that the Panama canal, being designed to connect the Atlantic and Pa
cific oceans, must necessarily run east
and west. As a matter of fact. It will
run almost due north and south. Your
map will show you a kink In the isthmus at Its norrowest point. Here the
Atlantic side twists itself upward,
while the Pacific takes the other
track. Colon, on the north, and Panama on the south, will be the nominal
ternmlni of the canal, though neither
is really In the canal zone, which, ten
miles wide, extends from oast to
coast.
Panama and Colon, the only Pan-- !
amalan towns of any importance wer
by agreement excluded from the zone,
though Included in the original surveys.
towns on the
There are twenty-twcanal line, most of which were esta!-llshed by the De Lessens movement.
The Panama railroad, now owned by
the American government, crosses the
isthmus In the zone. It Is forty-seve- n
miles long. The canal will be slightly
longer.
The average Panamalan burying
ground wears the sleek and prosperous air that only large and steady
patronage can give, and at first glance
you are likely to feel that you could
rest as peacefully here as anywhere.
You have not yet learned that, though
you may be dead and In your grave,
your troubles are not ended in Pana-
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Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WMOLKBALK DCALKftm IN
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Chas. Mellnl,

O. Bachecht, Trftasnrw.

Consolidated Liquor Company
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J. D. Eaktn, Presldsnt
O. Oloml, Vice President
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TheWinningStroke
If more than ordinary skill in playing brings the honors of the
game to the winning player, so exceptional merit in a remedy
ensures the commendation of the well informed, and as a reasonable amount of outdoor life and recreation is conducive to the
health and strength, so does a perfect laxative
to one's
improvement in cases of constipation, biliousness, headaches.
ftr. It ii nll - imnnrt'int hrwiirfr in c.l.."t;n n o kv iim
choose one ot known quality and excellence, like the ever pleas
ant syrup oi ngs, manutactured ry tne California ng byrup
Co., a laxative which sweetens and cleanses the system effectually, when a laxative is needed, without any unpleasant after
effects, as it acts naturally and gently on the internal organs,
simply assisting nature when naturo needs assistance, without
griping, irritating, or debilitating tN.- internal organs in any way,
as it contains nothing of an objectionable or injurious nature.
As the plants which are combined with the figs in the manufacture of Syrup of Figs are known to physicians to act most
beneficially upon the system, the remedy has met with their
general approval as a family laxative, a fact well worth considering in making purchases.
It is because of the fact that SYRUP
is a remedy of known quality and excellence, and approved by
physicians that has k d to its use by so many millions of well
informed people, who would not use any remedy of uncertain
quality or inferior reputation.
Lvery family should have a
bottle of the pe n nine on band ct all times, to use when a
laxative remedy ii required. F lease to remember t!ut the
genuine Syrup of Fis is for s.'.Ie in bottles of one : '
only, by all reputable dru.. 'gists and that full name of the
company
California Fitr Syrup Co.. is rlainlv printed on
tho front of every packager Regular price, 50c per battle.
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVEN
ING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
H
CIRCULATION COUNTS. vH
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INTERESTING ARTICLE ON
PUMPING'
IRRIGATION FROM
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W. T. McCREIGHT,

Grocery Gomp'y.
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Announcement to Young Men
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by every standard,

MEASUR.ED

wbet'-.e-

It l.o

workmanship, whether rryle or patr
terns, our new Fall and Winter Suits
and
Overcoats for Young Men prove their superior
worth prove that they are the faultless productions
of
men who have made the designing and making
of high-claclothing their life study, and have been wonderfully successful in their attainments.
There is refinement in every detail in tho appropriateness of the color
effects. In the fashioning of the lapels, in the graceful
back lines of the coats and In the perfect set of
the
trousers.
In truth we are more than maintaining the
very high standard long ago attained in our
lines of
Youg Men's Hlgh-Crad- e
clothing.
The arrival of extensive orden places our present
stock In splendid condition, especially in the complete
size assortments prices from $10.00 to $25.00.
ss

BOY'S SHOES

BOY'S
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THE JAFFA

In California nnd Colorado, and a few places in
I'tah, pumping water for irrigation, from wel's of various depths, has been tried with surrey, :ind with the
r'i(lpnt
Business Manager.
cheapening of fu"l for power, by the ititii.cluc tio.i of free
alcohol, this system of obtaining water for irrigation
ASK YOURSELF THIS
will become popular all over this territory.
Where valWhat have the people of Albuquerque and of Hcrna-- v uable crops can be grown and marketed profitably
pumping stations can be made to pay we'd. In Califorlillo county offered to them 89 alternative to tin; excellent ticket, regularly nominated by the regular repub- nia, where the land and the climate are especially fit"Good Things to
lican party of the county, acting In harmony with the ted for fruit growing, niiil where well w'.cr ci'n be
republican pnrty of the territory and with the grand old had within lot) feet of the surface, such land is said to
party throughout tbo United States? Header, stop and be worth $."no an acre. Near Hrlgliaui City the Kmidsen
ask yourself. What?
brothers and others make a successful use of this sysIf you are In doubt, let The Citizen aid you In your tem of irrigation, and t tit same could be extended inIn our Home Cooking Departcogitations, you to be the Judge whether The Citizen definitely In tliHt favored fruit region, and Introduced
ment
we have just received
puts down anything In malice or aught in extenuation. with profit in many other sections if the state. The
.
folio-rinwell-iIn the first place, you will get the approval of the
paper on irrigation from
written by F.
Q
SALMON SALAD
morning paper. But what is that worth? Absolutely H. Newell, of the United States reclamation service, and
ROLLED HERRING
nothing. In fact, that paper's approval of any man or recently published in Orange Judd Farmer, will be espePICKLED HERRING
measure la ait unqualified detriment to whatever or cially valuable to those who are Interested in this melh-u- d
(Ready for the table.)
whomsoever !t f.uts Its stamp of approval upon. Thm,
Q
of irrig.it in growing crops. Mr. Newell says:
HERRING
MILKER
securing
In
water
the
well
for
too. Its approval Is too ephemeral to be worth even the
The most economical
O
r..
i
i
t ... . . . .v
BOILED TONGUE
dust on a butterfly's wing. Today you are its hero,
quantities needed lor iir.giuiun is a nenit 110111
iwenr
O
VEAL LOAF
as a deml-gotomorrow, you are the fiit'u and to fifteen inches In diameter, extending Into the water
SALAD
oflscourlng of the earth, too contemptible to bo consid- bearing travels thirty to sl.liy leet, according to the
POTATO
ered by Uol or man, and w orthy of the exhaust less vo thickness of the gravels at the' place Where the well is
O
cabulary of blliingspate which that paper keeps ever a! drilled. Strainers for These wells can be laue or slot- O
We have just opened this year's
command. Is not this true? Has the paper ever been led galvanized iron. The perforated metal shul(l be
O
pack of
constant to any cause, except hat of unloading the placed opposite all the coarse gravels, or at a depth f
water plant on the city, or to any people, not even ex- ten feet below tho surface of the water. 1 bese straincepting the promoters of the water-pladeal? You ers can be made by any mechanic by punching
6AUER KRAUT
lvnow this to be a fact.
ineh slots Into heavy galvanized iron and then rive'ln
DILL PICKLES
Then what does that paper offer for y:tir accept- the sheets into cylinders of the proper diameter. ;fhe
SWEET PICKLES
ance? An aggregation without a name, a
pocylinders should be rolled In such a way the tnp llrt
SOUR PICKLES
litical movement without a party, a
..
reform made by punching the slots will co- th outgide
movement without a platform or set of resolution or of the finished casing and so tIut tho
vln ,)e ver.
declaration of principles, and a string of
tlcnl. A much bettc,. .i..t......
i
ma,i,i t.v imrrtaa- We have just received a fresh
aspirants Tor Pffice with the selection of whom tht ing the. metal n fdieet already perforated. For this
supply of
hud with naming ptlt'poHB et0
people had no more to " than
sheets 4.120 Inches In dimensions, per,
the sultan of Turkey. I? not this true?
Inch, and
COTTAGE CHEESE
forated with hit and fulss slots,
go her jt)l lave all that the morning weiiiher-viu- it
IMPORTED SWISS
after the perforations are made, will make Ideal
AND IMPORTED
can or does offer you for your dosertlon of the glorious strainers. When rilled Into cylinders these sheets form
LIMBURGER
republican party at the moment of its most glnrlouB a casing about, 15 inches In diameter. In constructing
BRICK CHEESE
put.
place,
success.
It
pay?
Will
be
in
achievement and grandest
the well the perforated sections should
AND ALL KINDS OF
one above unotrher, to within ten feet of the water level;
CREAM CHEESE
from this depth upward tho casing should not be perforCERVALAT SAUSAGE
HOW OTHERS SEE US
SALAMI SAUSAGE
ated.
The political situation tn Bernalillo county ha
Distance Between Wells.
cleared. It la now a clean cut fight between the regu
if It is necessary to construct several wtdls In order
DON'T FORGET OUR
lar republican ticket and the people's ticket, placed In
secure the amount of water required for an irrigation
BAKERY DEPART- the field by a combination of democrats and republicans plant it becomes important to consider the best and most
I wo
MENT FRESH
who have done this In order to defeat whom they are economical arrangement or tne wens.
uinereni
pleased to call In Bernalillo county "the Hubbells." The methods will be found available for this purpose. If the
regular republican ticket seems to be well constructed amour.t of water renuired is not greatly in excess of
DATE CAKES, '
ALMOND CAKES,
and contains the names of some very good and well that which can be supplied by a single tubular well, it
CHOCOLATE CREAM
known citizens, who, if lected, will perform the duties s often found practicable to construct a large dug well,
CAKES
ix to ten feet in diameter, to a depth of five to ten feet
of their offices faithfully, efficiently and honestly.
JELLY TARTS,
Information from politicians who are well posted in below the water level, inserting In the bottom of the
CREAM PUFFS, ETC.
the Bernalillo county political labyrinth. Is to the effect lug well several feeders of perforated galvanized iron.
TRY OUR RYE AND
that the regular ticket stands much the best show and s described above. This method has the advantage of
GRAHAM BREAD.
will be successful. The people's ticket also contains the permitting the pump that is to recover the water to be
names of some well known and very good citizens and ubmerged in the water of the well.
the combine is evidently in earnest. It 4s rather a
In order to sink a dug well the proper distance be
pretty fight that will be watched by outsiders with in- ow the water level, It Is necessary to construct a wood
terest.
en, uricK or concrete crm mat win sink as tne maienai
It does not look as if the chances of Ilelegate V. H
removed from Its Interior.
Ahdrews for success in the county will be harmed by
Another method of recovering a large quantity of
"Good Things to Eat"
the controversy, as the regular republican convention water is to sink a battery of wells and connect them by
has endorsed him unequivocally, and as the Independ suction pipe to the pump. This method Is adapted to
MAIL ORDERS FILLED THE SAME DAY
of the people's secure a larger supply than the method just mentioned.
vnts who have joined in the' make-u- p
ItltY ARE RECEIVED.
candidacy.
delegate's
very
friendly to the
in a
ticket are also
Three or four, or more wells can be arranged
With the exception of a few hidebound moesbacks, the straight line, twenty to thirty feet apart, and connected
democrats of Bernalillo county and especially those of o a pump placed near the center f the row of wells.
the more progressive and liberal sort are also more Probably the most satisfactory pump for rise in irrigathan likelv to vote for Delegate Andrews. That he will tion is the cuntrifugAl pump.
i
have a very handsome majority in the county seems as- Source of Power.
plants
Mexican.
pumping
New
power
cared.
for small
Popular source of
Death of Mrs. Walter.
A peculiarly Bad death was that ol
Is the gasoline engine.
Where the price of gasoline is
The W. H. Andrews club of this city consists of high it is very easy to make the cost of water prohibi- Mrs. Laura H. Walter, which iooV
place"
the residence of her husband.
about 1.000 members and Is still growing. There are no tive by the use of such power. Whether or not it pays V. at Walter,
No. 212 South High
II.
honorary members in the whole number, but each one to pump water by gasoline is a matter which depends street
last night. Some seven weeks
of the very largely upon the distance the water must be lifted, ago Mr. Wulter, who was the proprieis pledged to vote and work for the
delegate from whom the club takes its name. It may and also upon the. kind of crop that is to be irrigated. tor of a successful upholstering busibe added, Jn passing, that the club quarters consist of a Gasoline, even at a high price, is usually a cheaper fuel ness In Johnstown, l'a., upon the adsuite of rooms fitted up In elegant style. In fact, it is than coal in an ordinary steam engine of small horse vice of physicians disposed of his esone of the most finely appointed clubs in the whole power, such as a commou traction engine. For plants tablishment in that city and came
power, producer gas gen- here with his family In the hope of
territory. Handsome rugs cover the floors, handsome requiring from 2i to
his wife to health. In this.
tables, desks and chairs adorn the rooms, papers and erators can he installed which will keep the cost, of restoring
however, he was disappointed, us Mrs.
ueriodicala invite the reader, pictures hang upon the pumping down to a minimum. A suction gas producer, Wlalter, though apparently in favor Funeral Director and Licensed Embalmer
walls, both telephones connect' with the city at large. using anthracite pea coal for fuel, should furnish power
when she came here,
- 182
,
PKnnoa Automatic
while the wants of the members, physical as well us at the rate of 1 horse power per hour for each pound and lost ground rapidly till the hemor
coiorao-o- e
mental have not been forgotten. The club rooms have a half of coal .consumed. At $S per Ion, the cost of coal rhage of last night, from which death Corner Fifth and Railroad Avenue
also been made the headquarters of the territorial cen should he equivalent to gasoline at 1 to ti cents per ensued before medical assistance
could be obtained.
tral republican committee during the present campaign, gallon.
Mrs. Walter was in her 35th year
(Wliere c.lec'.rlcity can be had this will probably in
leaves beside her husband two
and
Citizen.)
Ed.
cheaper:
still
The worst thing which has happened to Mr. Hughes
daughters. Marie and Katfierine, aged
water
pump
THE CELEBRATED
pay
to
will
It
very
unlikely that
It is
.since his nomination as republican candidate for gov
11 and lu years, respectively.
The
ernor of New York is that old H. H. Rogers, head and under present conditions In the valleys or tne western family will leave tonight for Johnsmore than thirty feet, includ- town with the remains and will carry
front of Standard Oil management and misdeeds, has plains to a lotal height of pump.
If the pump lower the with them the sympathy of the
come out for Hughes. Anything which Rogers favors ing the suction lift of the
water friends whom their short stay in Alis at once discredited with the people. On a small water In the wells ten feet, and if the distance topipe
be buquerque permitted them to make.
discharge
ground,
the
and
the
below
ten
feet
be
same
paper
city
Is
in the
scale, the morning
of this
sur The arrangments are lu the hands of
class. Its support ruins any .cause, for the people have brought into a reservoir or Ruidc five feet above the feet,
funeral Uirector A. A. Borders.
come fully to realize that like Roger the morning paper surface of the ground, the total lift will be thirty fricORDINANCE No. 361.
is ever looking at its own interest regardless of the in if five feet be added to cover Kws of head .due to
Bottled in Bond.
tion in suction and discharge pipe.
I crests of the people.
from pumping An Ordinance creating the office of
In order to irrigate economically
Sanitary Commissioner and specifyto pump the water Into a
ing the duties of said Sani'ary
Even the disaffected republicans of this county are nlants It is usually desirable
of water
amount
to
equal
capacity
the
having
a
reservoir
beginning to fully realize where they are. To main
rau furnish in six to eiKht hours. Such a res
tain republican principles, republican organization an the iilant absolutely
Distillers.
necessary for best results with small He it ordained by the City Council of
is
ervolr
republican success, they see that they must cut loose
ths city of Albuquerque, New Mexwater exceeds 500 gal
KY.
FRANKFORT,
supply
of
Dumping
plants,
the
if
combine. This party
from the
ico:
possible to dispense with the res
principle-les- s
1. That there is hereby crecombine for the pur Ions uer minute it is
leas, platform-les- s,
Section
exceeds this
pose of securing office fur three bosses two In person ervoir, especially if the supply .greatlygallons per min-,- . ated the otIH of Sanitary Commis1.000
furnishing
over
ME LI Nl & EAKIfo
Plants
amount.
sioner.
and one by proxy have brought those who really have
without the use of a
..ui.allv l,u liout imrTn-WSec. 2. That the duties of the SaniSole Agents.
reformation of political methods at heart, to the con ill
tary Commissioner shall be to notify
I.as Cruces Citizen.
lion that they must either return to. the republica reservoir.
Albuquerquo, ML AT.
householders, property owners and
tXKX)X)CXXXX)X)OOOCK0XX0XXXX
ranks or else approve methods which are so rotten that
Automatic Phone, 199.
thilr agents, whenever it becomes
nece.-sarthey smell to heaven. This is the choice now fore
go to do, to keep their
SECURE
TO
EFFORT
GOOD
premises clean and in a sanitary conupon every decent republican In Bernalillo county.
dition according to the provisions of
ATTENTION
ALDERMANIC
j
the ordinances of the city of AlbuTwo years ago the morning paper was Jubilant over
querque, New Mexico, and the rules
OOOOOOC0y)OCK0000000X)00
on
republican
ticket, Its attack
the assured defeat of the
of'nctuU in the best and regulations f the board of health
municipal
we
How
snail
interest
Frontier Celebration,
; ill city.
which It then aa now tried to mask under the profession
The Sanitary Com... ,.f ,iinr things?
How tihall wo educate them, when of the
missioner shall be. the agent of the
of attack on the Hubbells. It will succeed this time In
its efforts to defeat the republican party no better than their interest is aroused? which recently appeared in said board of health and shall carry
Winslow, Arizona,
tollowlng letter
out its orders and directions.
it did two years ago. The people are on to the curves M... The
Sec. i. The Sinitary Commissioner
VVul.nrniMrt
iMlSSl MoTIlillL' Herujll COIltaillS 8
of this artful dodger and fully realize that the morning
1906.
Oct 17-1way.
It was addressed to tlu shall have the powers of police ofWill of the Wisp, sprung from putrescence and destined suggestion as to one
ficers
to
make
to
tity
perform
and
arrests
the
of
presented 10 the council
for combustion, can lead them only into the bogs of mayor aad by bimNewhuryport
the oilier duties of policemen when:
To the Mayor of
ever it bi oomcs necessary for him so
rrror and the quagmires of wrong doing.
conwhich
books
following
I
the
Sir:
have
Dear
to do; and the said Sanitary Commissioner shall serve without pay.
Nestor Montoya will make an ideal probule clerk. tain valuable information for city officials:
Mu"A Muuiiinal Program, adooied bv National
Sec. 4. The Sanitary Commissioner
Kew men, if . any, in the territory are so well educated
shall
appointed by tho mayor of
us be In both the prevalent languages of the territory, nicina! I.eauue."
,,f Albuquerque, by and with
OCCASION
FOR
ABOVE
2.
"The Improvement of Towns and Cities," by the city
no one is more familiar with conditions In county and
the cutis.-iiof the city council; and
ROUND
WILL
TRIP
M.
TICKETS
Itobinson.
Charles
pubIn
larger
experience
territory', and no cne has had
shall hold utilce for
same
Municipal Kngiueei ing and Sanitation." M. X. the o liT appointive theofficers time as
3.
BE ON SALE AT RATE OF
lic life. It may be said of Mr. Montoya that never have
of said
city.
$11.45. DATES OF SALE OCT.
the people called him to public position but he has filled riaker.
Sec. r. All ordinances and parts of
4.
The Si udy of City (ioveriimeiit." Deloa V.
16, 17 and 18, 1906. FINAL LIMthe position with honor to himself and to the satisfacordinances in eon diet herewith are
Wilcox.
IT OCT. 21, 1906.
tion and benefit ef h's constituents.
h reby repealed.
5. "I'roivi'tl.iigs of the lioston Meeting of the Xal'uly
Oc topassed
day
this
first
of
T. E. PURDY, Ag't.
When tho morninir naner denounced some of the lional Municipal league."
express ber, A. I), litiii;.
by
wou
you
agree,
to
if
them
Will
send
did
Approved:
:aiididateB on the present fusion ticket the editor
Kit ASK McKEH,
A1 test:
Mayor.
not kuow he would so soon 'be called upon to furnish prepaid, to read and ask the aldermen to read so much
each
with
II A H It V V. I.KK. City Clerk.
LADIES OF ALBUQUERQUE.
them with certificates attesting to their high standing as possible lu six months, exchanging them
the
I am introducing in your lively city
other; at the end of the time returning ihtrlil in
aa reformers.
RESTAURANT
AND
compartment box in which I send them, but not prepay- COUNTER FOR SALE VERY LUNCH the famous Hullem Shoulder Brace
CHEAP
combination clothes supporter.
It aeems there were at least twenty-threof them ing?
BUSINESS CAN STAND CLOSE IN- and
Tlu- Dr. Hollem brace not only gives
I liopu
you will
and be Interested in this VESTIGATION.
CALL
Ktlll most everyone knows who Is meant when you men-tl.EARLY. a l!th; and graceful figure, but forces
offer. It is asking you and the aldermen to give time, LEAVING CITY. 303 SOUTH FIRST deep breathing, so essential to good
Arm I Jo Romero and Sulzer.
In
ar
STREET.
books
which Is often hard to lo. but as these
health and the real secret of long livThe Morning Journal must again be classified, as close connection with the daily problems which confront
It gives men tho. training of a
A big line of unredeemed overcoats ing.
the
It waa two years ago, as the only paper in the territory you all, 1 think you may feel that the time la well spent. for sale cheap at Hospiifleld's,
school. It prevents
11? military
smothering of tho lungs lu growing
The object with which the books are sent Is simply to West liuilroad avenue.
Without a party. It flocks by itself.
hoys and girls (especially school chiloffer the chance of special knowledge to Just those men
Hon'i forget Hie I'oht Card social to- dren), for which parents alone are to
The Citizen l.as uo cause to complain of the pres- who have the opportunity of doing practical good with morrow evening
I.ady agents
at Christian church. blame.
Trice $100.
ent political situation, nationally, territorially and In it. Unplug for a favorable reply, I am yours truly,
tJreat fun, Ice cream and cakt, IS wanted. Mrs. E. U. Trigg, city. Ueu-era- l
MABEL, LYMAN.
Bernalillo county.
tcu:s.
dullvery,

W. ft STMCKLER,
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Our Acorn Heaters

ur Stock of Heaters
1

We have decided not to carry such a large

NO V

is the chance to
buy your stove. We have marked them so near
to cost that it doesn't pay for delivery.

ment of heating stoves.

Jaffa Grocery

assort-

Co.

BOMS

House Furnishers

,

B. K. ADAMS THE BEST IN TOWN
Per Gallon

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

FARM
LOUDON'SPhono JERSEY
Red

za

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

ThcGeo.T.StaggCo.

Perfecto-Jesus-Journ-

al

y

9,

fid

I

1

e

-

$1.50

-

-

-

92.

Colo.

The working

Illinois Central R.R.

of becoming-

FROM

-

is to

wcll-o-d-

make

each dollar earn you interest.
The dollar never wears out but
just keeps on Increasing. Interest
makes your reserve. 'The interest
makes more dollars and increases
your reserve. The interest that
the bank pays on savings, in
a few yearB, win equal the priar
clpal if compounded. Capital drawing interest will increase surprisingly fast. Only those who have
...
tried it really know.
Did you ever loan money t3 a
hank? Lots of people do. It's a
paying business.
Whenever you have money that
Is not invested and you are looking
for a place to put it, loan it to a
hank. Your money in the bank U
available at all times.

COLORADO
To

St. Paul, Minneapolis,

The secret

never sleeps.

THE SHORT LINE

dollar

Duluth

AND THE NORTHWEST.
the south and southeast.
Ticket Office, 805 eventeenth St.,
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON,
Commercial Agt

ONE NiGHl

To
MINNEAPOLIS,
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA,
ROCKFORD.
FREEFORT,
CHICAGO,

THE

BANK

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,
--

COMMERCE
NEW

MEXICO

JUST RECEIVED

at the
The finest train service to the above
points; also to New Orleans, Mem- Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
Evansville, Ind.;
phis, Vicksburg,
line of Imported Goods DW
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Oa.; Jack- A choice
t
rect from Italy.
sonville, Fla., and all other points In
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Remember, we handle the best
and a ful1 llne cf ch0,ce T0'
I

RAILROAD TIME TABLE
.

IS.

(In effect July 1, laoe.)
Eastbound.
N'o. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:
a. m., departs 8:25 a. ni.
No. 4, Chicago Llmla, arrives 11:6
vnP

8m'rhiecaaEo

&

press, arrives
7:45 D. m- -

'Kau's
p.

No. 27
p. in.

MATTEUCCI.

We keep the quality oi our bread
This is possible
P to trie highest.
by using

Wef-boun-

Southbound.
El Taso train, departs at 12:35

&

We Keep It Up

City Ex
m., depart

No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:8
p. ni., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
11:05 a. in., departs 11:25 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
arrives 12:05 p. ra., departs i:4o
p. m.

LOMMORI

j

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,
not onlv in mixing and bakiner, but
also in taking- care of and selling-thbread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
-

Local freight train. No. 99, south
PIONEER BAKERY,
bound, depart at 5 a. m., and car
MOT mOUTH riRBT BTREtT.
rles passengers.
Arrive From 8outh.
No. 22, Mexico Express, arrives 7:J
a. m.
THE ELITE ROOMING HOUSE
No. 1 rum direct to I)t Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
NEAR POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
No. 113 West Silver Avenue.
AH tralni daily.
X E. GALLOWAY, Manager.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.

e

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

LODGE

Shrlncrs

Will

ALBUQUERQUE
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MEETING

Open the Moll

on Saturday Afternoon.
SEVEN

DAYS

OF WOKK

unique announcement U probably the
most elalHirate ever (tot ten out for any
Mexico.
meeting in New
shrine
Couched in the dialect of the nobility.
It reads very much like the drama,
The color
Hlcliard the Third."
scheme is black, white and red. The
pictures, nearly all of them dealing
v:ih what will happen to the hapless
tiiiverlek a he is dragged across the
rnvsti rious sands, ate white, set In a
hl'sk liiU'ligroiind. The more import
ant of the headletters are in red.
The frontal piece is a burro of
white, loaded with Trljoles, hot
and coyote water. The second
picture shows the novices shooting
Hie s.ioots and alighting l.i a tnickel
of rati and br.imides. A third shows
Recorder Kerger dipping a couple of
'delinquents Into tubs of boiling pitch
and hot tar. "Kverybody works but
Kerger." says a line beneath the pic- -,
cuts of tue
ture. Then come half-tonofficers of the shrine.
The business of the session. will Include n review of the year's work
and the initiation of between fifteen
land twenty novices. The meeting of
the shrine will close with a banquet
scsrved at the Alvarado.
Free Masons.
After spending Sunday attending
church and resting up. Hie Masons
will return to work on Monday, open-- !
Ing a solid week of doings with a
meetintr-o- r
the grand lodge of Free
I

Banquets Find Prominent Place
on the Elaborate

e

with
n.'ginninK
next Saturday hoar-cr- s
of the fez and
le
will
crescent
very much in
ce

days.

'lodms

in Alliiifnirr-nti- e
several
for
ThP grand
of the vari

ous branches of Masonry have prepared to meet in mysterious sessions
unri
tit. the Masonic, te-'- Oe
he Program is D
Third strce'- preparations
for the
amusement and entertainment of the
visiting MtiHous are in
The
juliilHo will lie opened by the Shrlners
on Saturday afternoon at 4 o'clock.
In the laiiKiiafie of the mysterious,
n call for this meeting has been
as follows:
"To the nobility: Give heed, all ye
faithful!
Your potentate commands
you to halt In your mad strivings after wealth, and tor one brief night
ship-shap-

--

ed

j

i

j

Matus.

The business ses.slon will begin nt
10 o'clock Monday m. lining.
Officers
will
electeil lin Tuesday ami tha
meetlpu will close Tueduy night with
ja banquet at the Masonic temple.
Grand Chapter Royal Arch Masons.
The grand chapter of Koyal Arch
Masons will meet at. 10 o'clock Wednesday morning. The work, including
the ejection of officers, will consume
the entire day, closing at night with
a Binok;r.
Grand Commandery Knights Templar.
The fcrand commandery, Knights
i

j

EVENING CITIZEN

PACE FIVE.

when we look back and think of the
tnouaands who hive nt. some tlnio or
E
other been connected with bunds of
our acquaintance, and then think how
fw of these men havo gone wrong,
even In the smallest degree, and how
IN DISTRICT COURT
many have elevated themselves to positions of responsibility In later years.
well meaning
It really seems as If
maternal tine stars were slightly
Plaintiff Testifies Regarding
In their expressions of abhorrence of l ands and band men."
Injury-Witnesses
Will Delay
I
The above article was published In
the Music Trades, a leading music
Closo Until Tomorrow.
trade paper published weekly in N w
York City. Lcarnard & I.indnniatin
hope that every member of the boys'
Albert Nichols and Leon Jack- band and their parents will r(:ic imp FIND FOK DEFENDANT
above article.
There Is truth in t!i
observations of Mr. J. W. York on this
son Admit Complicity in
subject and l.enrnard ft Llndeninnn Jury Keturns Verdict In Gallcgos
believe that every member of their
Rope Cutting.
juvenile band wlil in time bear eviLitigation at the Direction
dence of this truth by growing to be
of Judge Abbott.
or business
Albert Nichols and l.eon Jackson successful professional
are lodged in the city Jill. This af- men.
Tonight at 7 o'clock regular rehear-sa- l
ternoon at 4 o'clock in Judge CrawThe su.t of Mrs. Olive Cochran
will be held and Capt. l.a I.und of
ford's, court, they will face charges
against the Albuquerque Traction comthe
New
Nationaf
Mexico
guard,
will
preferred
of
malicious
mischief
is being tried In the district
t with the boys and give them pany
against them by the management of me'
eour; today. It was calkd at 9 o'clock
a setting ni) drill preparatory
to
the
the skating rink at the corner of Rail- regular
marching, with which l.earn-ar- this morning and up to noon no testiroad avenuf and Fifth street. Leon
had been
&
Undemann
have arranged with mony save the plaintiff's
Jackson is a negro. He Is about 19
taken. As there are nliout a dozen
1,a
lioys.
7,und
Caiit.
to
the
teach
years old. The white youth is a year
Jan. K. Devine, director of the First witnesses in the case it Is not thought
or two younger.
Regiment
band, N. M. N. G., Is teach- the evidence will be all In before toNichols and Jackson were arrested ing
morrow.
& I.indcmann Juvthe
Learnard
on suspicion of having been connectMrs. Cochran sues to recover damenile
band.
ed with the cutting of guy ropes that
ages In the sum of $3,000 from the
support the canvas rink, Tuesday
Traction company, alleging she susnight. This morning Chief Mc.Millin
tained injuries to her ankle on the
"sweated" them regarding their supsixth of last May as the result of an
posed connection with this and other
attempt to board a cHr which started
mischief that has been going on outbefore she hail reached the platform,
side the rink.
j her
foot becoming caught in a deJackson admitted that he cut three
fective step on the car in question.
ropes. Nichols stated that he untied
Clock and Owen represent the plainone rope and shoved people off the
tiff nnd McMlllen and Wilkerson, the
seats from the ouslde. Also he acTraction company.
knowledged using a board on some of
Find for Defendant.
The, Jury In the case of nalle;os
the rink patrons when they would
against
against
Mandell
lean
and the sheriff of ir'an
the canvas wall? of the
doval county returned a verdict in
tent while they rested from skating.
fuor of the defendants. The litigation
Jackson was picked up on the street
plainwas a damage suit wherein "
last night and Nichols was appretiff sought to recover Avr ' ;es for
hended this morning. Another youth,
' execti-:iien- t
alleged abuse of a w '
it Is said furnished the police with
Construction Delayed by Mov- t..e
In
tion issued to satisfy a '
evidence which led to theii arrest.
of the defendants
favor
former
The accused declare a number of othing
Fe
Santa
Yards
suit.
ers are implicated and It is probable
Judge Abbott, after i.
'ng the
that more arrests will follow.
to
About
Commence.
plaintiff's evidence, directed the jury
According to reports, Nichols and
;to find in favor of tho defendant. A
Jackson stole their way into tlje rink
technical point Involved, which caused
by slipping under the canvas. They
Noteworthy-improvemen- t
in store for some heated argument was whether
were discovered und ejected from the Albuquerque that has been delayed by
place.
The rope cutting and other the moving of the Santa Fe yards is a 'or not the return of the sheriff could
Impeached in a collateral proceedmischief followed.
new home to be erected ty Gross, be
ing.
Judge held that It could
Klly & Co., the wholesale grocery not In The
tbe matter at Issue.
Matter of Overcoats.
firm. The building has been in conMotion for new trinl has been filed
itueatlse he is known to have had templation for more than a year and by Attorney Neill P. Field, who reprean overcoat in his possession which the plans have been held for the sents Gallegos. McMillen and Hey- looks like one stolen from the Arcade past six months for the reason that nnlds are defending the cause.
saloon on .First street Tuesday night, the building could not be erected unMartin Hine was arrestee by Patrol- til after the Santa Fe iad settled the
Mrs. Bambini, at ner parlors. No.
man Knapp this morning at 9 o'clock. yard question and taken the tracks 209 West Railroad avenue. Is preare
that
where
the
foundation
He was locked up In the city jail,
pared to give thorough scalp treatbuilding
is
to be
laid ment, do hair dressing, tret corns,
where he Is held pending further dis- new
way.
of
out
now
This
is
the
about
position of the. case. There is probabunions and Ingrowing nails. Sh
bility that a grand larceny charge will to be done and thirty days will in gives maasage treatment and manicurprobability
all
see
building
In
the
confront Hine, .as the stolen overcoat
ing. Mrs. Bamblnl'j own preparation
course of construction.
Is valued at J39.
of comiplexton cream builds up the
new
The
building
will
on
bo
built
The resemblance between the missskin and Improves the complexion,
ing coat and the one Hine sold to a the site of the old Santa Fe freight and is guaranteed not to be injurious.
house,
present
which
is
the
location
native, is so .striking that Patrolman
Sne also nreparea a hair tonic that
Knapp is convinced that it is the of Gross, Kelly & Co.V offices and cures and prevents dandruff and hair
warehouses.
will
keeping
It
in
be
Identical rout. Hine declares he with
falling
restores life to dead hair;
the architecture followed out In removesout:
bought it from an unknown man.
moles, warts and superfluous
the
construction
of
the
nnd
Alvarado,
Hine claims to be a railroad man
hair. Also
face powder, a freckle
dimensions larger than any other cure
out of employment. When searched have
and pimple cure and pile cure.
In the southwest.
wholesale
house
All of theje preparations are pureiy
at the jail he had loss than a dollar
vegetable compounds. Havo Just adon his person. vThe police are skeptHAIR WORK.
ded a vibrator machine for treatment
ical about, his naviug had sufficient
Mrs. nutherrorti. at home to anyone of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
money to embark in clothing transacwanting hair work done, every WedIt is also used for rheumatism, pains
tion.
nesday, nt 517 South Hroadway.
and massage
;
Ready for Hearing.!
The cases of Frank West and Chas.
Hubbeil will be called 'late this afternwiMiimmirii'jii
noon iu Judge Crawford's court.

MALICIOUS MIS
CHIEF CHARGED

or
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Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES
RUQ DEPARTMENT is a revelation to those who
It, because of tho great variety of Domestic Ruga
from the beat looms.
OUR

visit

ALBERT FA
BE
....
Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Staab Building

FOR

o&sefiolcl Goods!

GROSS, KELLY

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

HO.

FUENITURE, CROCKERY
STOVES AND RANGES

:

WOP
A

Shrtner on the trolley coming to Alduquerque.

gather together undT Bullitt. AUyad's
protecting dome on the 24th dav of
the 8th .month, Shaabau, Hegira .1324,
nhich in the language of the tairtnle
waters hi Saturday, October 13, 1906,
at 4:30 p. m., at the Masonic temple,
when the real thing will .happen
business and ceremonial session, pyrotechnic displays, inquisitorial exercise, agitatVinal debates and the traditional banquet, the latter to take
place at the Alvarado. Shtrw your
red card."
The program containing this rather
FINE. PERFORMANCE OF

"MERCHANT

--

OF VENICE"

GO,

ficers.

PUBLIC TASTE

LEAN TO SWEET THINGS?

Albuquerque' theatw goers were BABKtEP DECLARES HIS BUSIgiven a rare treat at tbe Elks' opera
NESS IS PICKING UP WITH
house last r.islit. whore Sdr. Joseph De
PASSING OF FOUNTAIN
Grasse and his capable supporting
BEVERAGES.
company
presented
Shakespeare's
masterpiece, "The Merchant of Ven."Did you ever pause to consider
ice." A well filled house followed the how much jhe Ice cream soda trade
enfolding of the play, part by part, cuts into the business of the saloon
with growing Interest.
During the man?" inquired an aproned drink dislttt act Mr. De Grasse respobded to penser in a place where they serve
a certain call.
cocktails and things, to a prospective
customer the other day.
As JShyloek Mr. De Grasse demon"Von may be s bit skeptical when
strated the art of the actor. He gave
life and breath to the character with I tell you that since the coming of
the cooler evenings our business is
a finesse that captivated his audience. Mr. De Grasse belongs to the. picking up at least a third. The
school of younger actors who have public insists upon having a 'flue
essayed Shakespearean parts, and if cooler' when it is hot and an 'interhis work of Inst evening is to be tak- nal overcoat' when the weather gets
en as a criterion the stage will have colder, and the people who patronize
a comprehensive revival of tha match- - I our business have been drinking soda
less comedy which appears to have fountain beverages most of the sumescaped attention of aspiring Thes- mer.
pians who seem to be content with of"Yes, sir, it's a fact. I have seen
fering the less comprehensive.
met. walk past this place for a soda
Ilia faithful interpretation of the fountain time and again during the
part told of hard, consistent and un- summer months, it's not because
yielding fidelity to work, mixed with they have quit drinking stimulating
histrionic ability tha is pleasing. In- stuff, either, for these customers drop
deed. Mr. De Grasse promises rare In during the warm period for a 'ntp"
now and then. But they're not so regpossibilities as an actor,
Ida May I'ark, Mr, De Grasse's ular as they were before the soda
Portia, displayed versatility. She as- fountain drinks put in such a strong
sumed at times the dignity of a queen bid for popular favor."
"What's the cause of it?"
and the ardor of a school girl. Her
"1 don't know, unless it is the fact
capability strengthened the cast to a
that the masculine taste has a leaning
noticeable degree.
Noel Travers as Grattano, and Gartoward sweet things. It must be that,
net Holme, who convulsed the audi- because a person seldom cares for
ence with laughter playing Launcelot sugar when he drinks something
Gobbo, servant, to Shylock, are de- stronger than tea or coffee."
serving of special mention, tyr. Travers' (i.'atiano was acceptable.
The remainder of the supporting ITALIAN CONSUL FOR
company wts well received and the
verdict of the audience last night inNEW MFXICQ AND ARIZONA
sures Mr. De Grasse a liberal patronage upon his return to Albuquerque.
Dr. Naeamuli, a well known physician and surgeon and a former resiODD FELLOWS
lient of Padova, Italy, arrived In the
city last night from Denver, and was
caller at The Kvening CitiRETURN HOME azenpleasant
otflce in company with H. Huppe
mis morning.
During the morning hours, whil1
The Albuquerque contingent to the tbe doctor was walking around admiri lie
ing
New Mexico grand lodge. Independent
many interesting sights of
Order of Odd Fellows, which met at the territorial metropolis, his certifii
the early part ef the week, cate of appointment from 'he Italian
government as consul fur Ne wMexi-creturned home this morning, accompanied by brother Odd Fellows from
and Arizona, dropped from a roll
Katon and Gallup. In the Gallup con- of pipers which he was carrying and
was
not missed for Mveral hours aftingent were K. M. Sanjule and John
( Spears, and In the Gaie city bunch terwards.
In
the meantime hnu,.v,r wlim
were Alfred Jelfs. Jesse I'nderdown
;ind J. H. Hills. The latter trio con- Gurule picked up the certificate, and
knowing
that The Evening Citizen
tinued on i.orth to their home this
morning, while the Carbon city "good has the reputation f(,r finding the owner
any
of
article lost, stolen or es-- t
fellows" are spendiirg the day in the
t
city and wil return home tonight. All rayed, brought tbe valuable
to
this office.
attest to royal treatment at the hands
The
doctor on discovering his loss
"Everyof the people of Denting.
worried, when a
thing in sight was ours" is the way was considerably
triend
suggested
that l)ssil,ly his cer'hey put it.
tificate
could
The next meeting will occur dicing The Kvening be found at the office of
Citiswn. and when he
the Koswell fair at Koswell.
called, before the linotype, lines in
The Alliuquerque Odd Fellows in setting
up the found notice bad cooled
attendance upon the meeting were off, the certificate
was handed back
Ralph Goodwin, William Deeu, H. E.
the doctor.
Rogers, N. e. Stevens, Samuel Vann, to The
doctor
stated this morning that
.1. J. Votah
and Is. A. Sleyster. Mr. he lud not selected
his headquarters,
Sleyster had the honor of being electtmt thai he was favorably impressed
ed
nii'Hter.
with Alliiiqueniu and this city may
be s, let ted as bis future headquarters
Try a Citizen wane advertisement. and home.
o
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GOOD RECORD IN
CLOTHING

a

DEPARTMENT

I

i

The Dry Gflodsman and General
Merchant, a paper devoted to the
trade and published at St. I .oil is, Mo.,
has the following to say nbout two
young merchants of this city:
.McDonald & Oliphant, of Albuquer
que, N. M., have Jut moved into their
new quarters at 113 South Second
street. Less than a year ago they put
in a small stock of furnishing goods
in one corner of the curio Btore of J.
W. Bennett at 109 North First Btreet.
They reiiort a fine business in thir
They ft
department.
have the agency for an
tailoring concern and have sold fifty-tw- o
suits from the samples in the last
sixty days. Their record day was one
Monday last spring when they took
orders for over f 4") worth of clothing.
In their new store they will also
?arry a line of 3.50 and T4.0 shoes.
"made-to-order-
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M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N.
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FRENCH BAKERY

L

213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors
f

UUTTER NUT
1

Better

FINE LINK OF

JHE AD

Than

All City
.

i 117 Gold Avenue

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if she tells you to ordar
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (it you should ta
get tbe order), that you could mat
nnd It, for every flret-clgrotm
handles EMPRESS. Ton Trtll aJireji
find good bread, good biscuits, go4
paotry and moat Important ot aJV
good cheer to greet you trheta
come home for your dinner. Try It
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empraas e
all others.

of-th- e

Tempi- -, will meet on Thursday, opening at H o'clock in the morning and
closing In the evening with the la- stallatioi, of officers,
Order of Eastern Star.
The grand lodge of the Order of
the Eastern Star will meet on Friday
morning. The work of the year will
be reviewed and routbv? business
transacted. A banquet will be set by
the ladies m Friday night, and another meeting will close on Saturday
by the election and installation of of-

DOES

&

BORRADAILE

CAKES

Home-Mad-

Always on Hand

e.

and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

ooeooaosoa)osKap

mahingx

money

Convenience - Comfort - Security

J

The

MA

telephone

makes the
tha csrss Isas,
and the worries fewer.

The telephone preserves your
health, prolonga your life and
protects your homo.

duties lighter,

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

Can You Solve This Rebus?

IN

HOME

YOUR

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

"

out-ofjto-

All the readers of this newspaper are undoubtedly
familiar with the interesting Rebuses which have appeared In The Ladies' Home Journal from time to time.
We have had prepared for us a Rebus on similar lines,
;ind will give three prizes or presents of value to the
first tliieo pfeTi'ins who solve the Rebus correctly. We
are sure that this Contest will create Interest in every
home reached by the Albuquerque Evening Citizen.

IRE BRASS BAND PLAYERS
MAKE

SUCCESSFUL

MEN

TELLS OF DOCTORS,
LAWYERS, CONGRESSMEN, MANUFACTURERS,
WHOLESALERS
AND JOBBERS, WHO AT ONE
TIME CARRIED AN INSTRUMENT
IN STREET PARADES.

J. W. YORK

A I way

Ready to Servo

31
U Vtu

1

SOUTH FIRST STREET

Rooming Bouse In Connection,

113

West

'

C o

BARNETT, Prop'r.

NOV.

Bookkeeping
Commercial Arithmetic Shorthand
Typewriting
Commercial Law
Business Practice
Manifolding
Penmanship
Banking
Corresponded
Spelling
Business English
Competent Inc.
New Management
Added Equipment
Fair Treatment
Reasonable Ratea

.

;tors

W.

r.

Af

,

Principal

Albyqumrquo,

tssvsj

Nw

Wines, Brandies. Etc.
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ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS COLLEGE
LIBRARY BUILDING.

r

T h e CITIZEN JOB

We secure good positions for our graduates; at dress
1

Finest Whiskies

SAMPLE

Avenue

Commeroi
IP v i n t i

DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL
TIME-BE- GIN

Avenue

aoCcCsKO0sy

Nt.

The Albuquerque Business College
ENTER AT ANY

Lud

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

t 20 West Railroad

IP

On Ice

H. O'REILLY & CO.
J.3fcs'LEADING
DRUGGISTS

JOSEPH

Leon B.Stern.proprietor

Midnight

y

Topham's Celebrated Soda Water

The St. Elmo
220

12

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne

FIRST PRIZE $5.00 SILK UMBRELLA.
SECOND PRIZE $3.50 MOSQUETAIRE GLOVES.
THIRD PRIZE $2.00 BEADED HAND BAG.

days.

"In our own city we could organize
u large military hand of professional
and business men who have been under our Instructions In former years.
This amply refutes the old idea that'
about tue worst thing a young man
could do was to play in a band; for

Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to

In writing your answer, write on one side of the
paper and do not write anything excepting your answer
to the Rebus, your name, street and city address. Address your answer to tho Rebus Editor, care of

'arnard & Llndamann, the well
known dealers in high class pianos,
etc., call attention to the following

'

REGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS

The only condition of the contest is that no answer
must be sent in before twelve o'clock noon, October
1st, and no answers will be accepted later than
twelve o'clock noon, October 1 5th.

ii

article clipped from the magazine
known as The Music Trades:
In a conversation a few davs ago
J. W. York of J. W. York &. Son's, ca.l-e- d
attention to the large number of
titisiness men he met whib&travtling
through the country who at one time
or another have played In brass band,
lie said that in Grand Rapids alone be
could organize a large military band
of rofessional and business men who
have b'eii under J. W. York & Sons'
inst rue: ions lp former years and nowrank highly in their chosen protes-sion- s
doctors, lawyers, congressmen,
nianuf icturers, wholesalers and jobbers in various lines.
In some observations upon this subject Mr. York had this to say recently
"We mtet a great many people in
the course of a year, both when traveling and when in our home city. Hun
dreds of people call on us, both on
matters of business and on account
Surprising as It may
of friendship.
seem, almost every one of these people have at some time or other in their
lives l;ei n members of either bands
or orchestras; and it is equally surprising, if not more so, to learn what
a large number of people who now
occupy more or less prominent positions In life have bet n musical to
some extent at l ast, in their younger

Flaming's Grocery and Cafe

,
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IRRIGATION IN THE RIO GRANDE
OF

VALLEY

MEXICO

NEW

A Fine Article on a Subject of General
Interest to Everybody in Central

New Mexico.

of Albuquerque. Here Is located tho
territorial university, now in its fourteenth year, and with ever increasing
The curriculum of this
attendance.
Institution is equal to that of any other university of like age ami equipment, and stands at the head of the
entire educational system of (ho territory.
The citizens of Albuquerque are
Justly proud of the public schools.
The ntnndard Is hlh in every respect
and during the past ten years the enhag more than doubled.
rollment
There are now "i: 'eachers, a total
enrollment of 1.776. and an average
The school
daily attendance of
census of the city Is 2.87,'), showing only a fraction over fifty per cent
In .attendance at the public schools.
This Is In part to be accounted for on
the ground that enrollment In the
Catholic parohlal schools is very
large. It is intetestlng to note that
while the population is nearly halt
Mexican, there Hre only 468 Spanish
pupils. The valuation of the school
property Is placed nt $149,000.
In addition to all this, there are certain outlying educational Institutions
which deserve special mention. There
is the Menaul school, an Industrial
and training school for boys, supported by the Presybterian board of home
misslous. It owns 200 acres of Irrigable land, and buildings valued at not
less than $25,000. There Is also a
theological department which sends
out men equipped for the ministry
every year. The total attendance
during the past year was something
over 200.
There Is also located near Albuquerque the Boys' Biblical and Industrial school, conducted by the Metho-dlB-t
Episcopal church. It also owns
200 acres of rich irrigable land, and
has buildings valued ut 925.000, and
had about 100 pupils in attendance
during the present year. There Is
also the United States Indian training
school, founded In 1886. and having
buildings worth at least $300,000. The
attendance here is about 500.
Nearly all the religious denominations are represented in Albuquerque.
There are two Catholic churches, two
Baptist churches, three Presbyterian
churches, three Methodist churches,
one Lutheran, one Episcopal and one
synagogue. There are also the Disciples, the Adventlsts and others. The
Presbyterian church has Just completed a church building costing $25,-00and which is regarded as the
finest church edifice in the territory.
In Conclusion.
If you are looking for a place to re
cruit your health, or pet a new start
in life, go to the Rio Grande valley.
If you have money for invest lent
you will find abundant opportunity to
In
a few
double your Investment
years. Within the next few months
thousands of acres of land will be
brought under irrigation, and now Is
the opportunity to purchase. A few
months' residence in the valley will
give you a new lease on life, and If
you are so fortunate as to secure as
much as twenty acres of laud under
Irrigation you will be assured of an
Independent living. "Back to land,"
Is the cry of the ago, and those living
in our. great cities would do well to
heed this cry.
1
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LARGE PARASITES
BEING

REMOVED

Cooper's Medicine Brings a
New Disease to Light
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Meetings of Varying Interest
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Probably the
Are Held in Many Parts
1
most unusual feature of the excitement that has hcen created by L. T.
of the Country.
'
'
Cooper's visit t this city Is the re(Samuel I. Lindsay. In The New an agricultural point of view. It Is
or tapeworms by
or
parasites
moval
nine
annual
is
about
rainfall
true
the
Southwest, St. Louis, Mo.)
his preparations.
or ten inches, but this Is about
During the early part of Coopers
"Down on the Kin Grand.!'- has a
AMERICAN BANKERS
crops,
enough
nut
to
Insure
stay In St. Louis individuals who were 4000
charm an Its own. Particularly Is 1hl3 when land Is put under Irrigation Us
Is
It
Discovery."
"N'-valley
as
tho
of
taking
ixirtion
that
his
true of
value is increased a thousandfold. As
called, liroimht either to himself or
which extends from Santa Fe to VA a general proposition, properly IrriAT WASHINGTON 1
8
enthroughout the clly imk
Is
the
traversed
which
to
physicians
Paso, and
gated land and under cultivation,
sysriver.
had
the
left
l.y
Rio
Grande
length
mense
that
parasites
the
tire
ranges
$150 1o $500 per
In
price
from
tem after using the medicine.
Us occupation dates from the days of acre, depending on the nature of ImCortex, hy whom the land wag appor- provement and cultivation.
Many of these people were frightthe
But
of Connecticut Civil War
tioned to his leading generals, and con- difficulty Is to purchase Irrigated land
ened, and cases of this sort became Survivors
Many
are
grant.
Spanish
made
by
Cooper
finally
so
firmed
numerous that
Veterans tlnlurl Their Tattered
at any price, for the reason that the
the legends of the valley, but of these major part of it Is owned by the Mexithe follow iiu' statement for publicawe cannot speak now.
Banners at Bridgeport.
tion:
cans, who have inherited it, and do
The valley extends almost due north not wish to sell.
He said: "In every city I visit these
and south through this part of New
things are brought to me within a
Perhaps one of the best ways in
Mexico and is bounded on the east which to gauge Irrigated land values
Memphis, Tenn., Oct. 11. The
after my medicine .Is sold In the
y the Sandla mountains, and on tho lg by noting the net cash results from
city. They ate what is" linown as the Brotherhood of St. Andrew Is holdforty nilleg dis- It under different kinds of cultivation.
west by the
tape worm and grow to enormous ing its ninth annual International
tant. The average width of the val- Take,
convention in this city, commencing
size.
will
which
example,
wheat,
for
ley lg about ten miles, and the average yield on an average about fifty bushels
Indeed realize how prevalent the loth and continuing till the e21st.
"Few
elevation about five thousand feet, to the acre, and will sell at from $1
these creatures are. I think I have Robert H. Gardner, president, called
of the soil Is to $1.50 a bushel or a total of from $50
loe general character
been the first to demonstrate what a the convention to order and delivered
marvelously to $75 per acre per annum. Then
that of a rich stil-loalarge factor they are in the poor his annual address. The treasurer
fertile, and eminently adapted to Ir- there Is alfalfa, which will yield from
I believe and secretary read their annual re
health of this generation.
rigation purposes. The climate U eight to ten tons per acre per annum,
f
ot the chronic ports. The assemblies of Illinois, InShipments are now coming in promptly and we
that fully
comparatively mild, and not subject and the lowest sale price Is $8 per ton,
stomach trouble that Is so universal diana and Ohio were also representto such severe changes as charact- making handsome returns on the ined. The attendance Is large, and
Is caused ly these parasites.
fill.all orders. We receive
erize the northern latitudes. The win- vestment. But the greatest returns
"Individuals may have them for embraces prominent Sons of St. Anters are generally open and bright, from Irrigated land are In truck-faryears and not be aware of the reason drew from all portions of the Union.
and the atmosphere almost wholly ing and fruit. It is a matter of record
Blue Points from Great South Bay-Selecfor continued ill health, but nttribute
devoid of humidity.
raising
farming,
of
AMERICAN BANKERS
or
thut
when
many
truck
diseases,
It
the
different
to
from Louisiana
The metropolis of the valley is the all
of vegetables for market,
MEET IN WASHINGTON
In reality one of these creatures is
city of Albuquerque, with a population will kinds
produce
$300 to $500 per
from
vitality.
robbing
of
them
their
4,000
11.
Washington, Oct.
Fully
Standards from Texas
of about twenty thousand, and strict!:' acre per annumnet.
It is no uncom"These parasites are taken Into the bankers are here from all sections of
tnodern In every respect. It Is situat- mon, thing to realize from $500 to
meat,
In
system
or
food
rare
uncooked
the United States today, attending the
ed at the Junction of the Atchison, $800 per acre from an orchard or vineIn the form of an egg, which hatches annual
meeting ot the American
Topeka & Santa Fe and the Santa Fe yard, or even from small fruit or difsuffering
People
Immediately.
almost
Bankers' association in the View Wll-lar- d
& Pacific railway, affording an outlet ferent
These
statements
varieties.
lasfeeling
a
experience
from
of
them
hotel. Owing to inadequate
Old Albuquerque may seem exaggerated, but they can
(n all directions.
nervous. space the section of the association
situde and are exrtemely
still retains Us Spanish caste, but) bo verified by writing to any person
Discovery"
"New
of
The action
the
dealing with trust companies sat in
New Albuquerque Is a strictly up to of good business standing in Albuseems to be fatal to these great the Shoreham hotel. E. F. Swlnney,
sysdate city, having an electric-ca- r
querque.
worms and In most cases a few doses president of the First National bank
tem, waterworks, a fine sewage sysMineral Resources.
of the medicine drives the creatures of Kansas City, delivered an address
tem, and having Its streets and .ae
I will have hunfrom the system.
The total metallic production of
on the banking
business
and its
entire residence and business sections
dreds of them brought to me before growth in the country. Important
of the City lighted by electricity. Al-- i New Mexico In 1904 amounted to a
I
leave the city."
4mquerque has three national banks, value of $2,186,287. The amount of
business was transacted and by speThis grewK.inie prophecy has been cial invitation of Secretary Shaw of
one trust company, six newspapers metallic ore mined was 120,537 tons,
amply verified, for not only hundreds the treasury the visiting bankers had
(two dailies), twelve churches and and the ore treated, 120,335 short
but thousands of St. Louis people unlimited opportunities of viewing the
live public schools. The pride of the tons. To the smelters were shipped
have been relieved of one of these workings of the treasury department.
city la the Alvarado hotel, which cost 42,644 tons, yielding $1,521,029. In
HI Horn 1&JJ Bl Xf fila M XL
N
MMA. m
m
fearful parasite3 since taking Coop- Every nook and corner of the demore than $200,000. and Is, without mills were treated 59,695 tons, yielding
between $426,784. The weight of concentrateg
doulvt, the finest hostelry
er's preparations, and the entire city partment building and the bureau of
has been aroused by the fact.
Kansas City and Los Angeles. It shipped to smelters was 5,767 tons,
engraving and printing was thrown
Some of these parasites are of such open to them and experts In the varialso has a $75,000 opera house and a valued at $376,300. Tailings treated
enormous size as to startle tho im ous branches of the service were on
Commercial club building costing by cyanide were 10,111 tons, valued
agination. The statement of Father hand to explain how the business was
$!i,00n. The value of the property at $81,152. The total gold production
$232,-50John Baptist Arnolis, cue of the best conducted.
of the city, based on a recent assess- was $381,930, from lode mines,
from placers, $149,424. The total
ment, is little short of ten million dolknown and best beloved priests in
silver production was $124,103; the
lars.
this section of the country, verifies REUNION OF ARTILLERYMEN
total copper production, $646,382; the
Product of the Soil.
OF FIRST CONNECTICUT
tills. His statement, among others
Outside Building Orde s Solicited and Work
M
The soil of the valley is so deep, fer- total lead production, $134,283; tho
given to a reporter, was as follows:
Bridgeport, Conn., Oct. 11. The
First-Clas- s.
1
I
the
anminl
reunion
years
tile and Inexhaustible, and the sea- total zinc production, $899,589.
of
Guaranteed
suffered
from
what
'ror
M
Socorro county led in the value of
sons are so long that everything
thought was a general run down con survivors of the First Connecticut
Atplanted produces in abundance. The metallic production in 1904, it having
was
artillery
heavy
in
the
hdd
by
system,
of
dition
the
stom
caused
products are to its credit for that year $899,755 all MANY STATES LOSE
principal agricultural
N. M. H
Given
ach trouble. 1 felt extremely tired lantic hotel yesterday. The original
OUT IN POTATO CROP all the time, and It was a great effort colors of this famous regiment were
wheat, corn, oats and alfalfa, the last- - from zinc from the Magdalena and
H
named yielding four and five crops per Kelly districts, excepting placer gold
New York, Oct. 11. Now that the to attend to my duties. I would wake presented to it In f"ont of the oil
annum. Wheat yields from forty to to the amount of $16C. Grant county potato crop has almost matured, a up in the morning feeling as worn-ostate house on its departure for tho
fifty bushels ner acre, and or tne nn- is Becond, with $697,109, credited as reliable estimate can be made as to as when I went to bed. If I stood for sent, of war on Monday, June 10,
$69,-43est quality. Corn yields from sixty follows: Copper, $575,706; gold,
the yield compared with previous any
of time 1 would have a 1SH1. One of the colors was given by
silver, $43,262; lead, $7,703. None years. Though the month cf August pain length
to eighty bushels per acre, and the
In
the
lower part of my back, women interested in the Putnam Phaears are large and well filled. Oa'.s of the other counties reached the brought no improvement in the pros- and would have
lanx of Hartford, and the other by tha
to sit down.
range from seventy to one hundred $100,000 mark in production, although pect of the crop generally It Is forstate
Governcr Douglass, Col.
very
was
depressed
"I
nervous
and
bushels peracre, and are remarkab'.e Colfax county, with $94,316 came very tunate that blight is not general, in spirits, and was troubled with diz Woodhouse pledging his honor that
In quality. Alfalfa, under favoraole near it. Of this, $90,639 was credited though rather serious In Michigan, zy spells. I
would see 'spots before the Hag should ncv.r be disgraced.
conditions, will cut from two to three to placer mining.
Colorado, Ohio, New York and th-- my eyes when I stooped over and Subsequently the Fourth received its
tons per acre per cutting, making
There are more than fourteen out New England states. Wisconsin and raised up quickly. I had a very ir (dois from the go.ernor. It reached
counties in which .Minnesota have also been visited oy
from ten to twelve tonsper acre per of the twenty-fivthe command at Hi.erstown. Md.. and
annum. The price secured per bushel mining is prosecuted in New Mexico; the disease but not to such an ex- regular appetite und would have pal wa i borne In II irtnr.d, Sept. 17. 1S7.
pitation
of
ascendln?
the
heart
after
i: ;vas carried
for wheat, oats and corn Is the same in fact, there is not one county which tent as the states mentioned. In tho the stairs.
in the parade but It
as in the Kansas market, plug 60 does not possess mineral indications heaw potato growing districts or th'j
whs so tattered from service that it
.,tcllNG, SUPREME LODGE, KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS,
prep
"The
Mr.
Cooper's
talk
about
cents per hundred pounds, the freight of promise. With inie'liient develop northwestern
states conditlon3 are arations was so universal that I de o.mld MH he unfurled.
$38.05 via Kansas City
1906. Rate
NEW ORLEANS, LA., Oct.
Alfalfa sells ment work and better treatment pro- quite Irregular. In Wood county, Wis.,
to the same market.
or Marshall, Texas.
Memphis;
$43.40 via El Paso and Houston
and
1 do not
some,
try
although
to
cided
readily In the stack at $3 per ton, cesses, New Mexico will eventually early tubers are yielding indifferently
P.1ARYLAND SUNDAY
11 to 14 Inclusive. Return limit October 30, 1906.
sale
October
Dates
of
1
patent
as
a
take
medicines
rule.
and for $10 per ton when baled and add enormously to t'.?e world's min and there are fair prospects for tno
SCHOOL ASSOCIATION
This limit can be extended by depositing ticket with Special Agent at
took four doses of the "New Discovdelivered at Albunquerque, the gener- eral wealth. Ft.
Baltimore. Md.. Oct. 11. The Mary
the average late crop and on tho whole the acre ery,"
New Orleans and the payment of a fee of 50 cents, until November 30.
worm
tape
It
as
called,
a
and
is
al market for the valley.
land Sunday School association began AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS, DENVER, COLO., OCT.
1906.
ti.2 smelterg was age and yield this season will be De- value of ore sent
my
ninety
length
about
in
feet
left
'A a
The horticultural products Include $35.65 a ton of tl? .t : ujeeutrated $19,- low the last. In Fond du Lac and
biennial session here yesterday
Rate $19.75 for round trip. Date of tale October 13, 14, 15 and 16, 1906.
system.
everything In the line of peaches, 90, and of that r.l.bd and cyanided,, Washura growers are estimating that
with at leist five hundred delegates
Return limit October 31, 1906.
"I am very thankful for this great Ironi
pears, apples, prunes, apricots, quinces $7.16. When it i.- considered that in the yield will fall short of last year
state in attendance, rein NATIONAL GRANDE, PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY, DENVER, COLO..
I
cherries, plums, blackberries, raspber- many localities in other parts of the by 20 per cent but in Sauk county tne relief and now know what has been forced by the large contingent from
1906. For above occasion tickets will he sold for one far
NOV.
and United States ore that runs $3 to the prospects are quite encouraging. In the cause of all my sufferings."
ries, dewberries, strawberries
tuis city. The sessions are held In
plus
$2.00
the round trip to Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo.
for
This example of Father ArnolN is St. Marks English Lutheran church
whatever else is desired, except the ton is treated with profit, then it Is a few sections of Minnesota less than
of aale November 10, 12 and 13, final limit Dcember 10, 1906.
Date
a
example of the experience of and the Seventh
traditional tropical fruits. The fruit apparent
Baptist churcn, HOME VISITORS EXCURSIONS TO ILLINOIS, IOWA MINNESOTA, NEthe high values ot the average yield is promised but else an fair
yield in all lines Is very large, and ore mined hat
astonishing number of St. Louis wrich were crowded this morning. In
situation Is
state
the
fare for round
Rate one and
where
in
New
in
Mex
that
BRASKA, WISCONSIN, ETC.
and
treated
all fruit 1b of the finest quality. In ico are proof of the existence of an fairly good. Accounts from territory people, and Cooper's preparations are addition to the regular meetings of
9 and 23, Nov, 13 and 27. Limit 30 dayi frort
Oct.
sale
on
trip.
Ticket
size and flavor It excels that raised in immense amount of lower grade ore east of Ohio show variable conditions selling here in immense quantities. tne' convention there are pastors, su- date- of aale.
any other section of the country, not that sooner or later will be mined and yet fairly promising. In New York It is now estimated that he has sold enniennents, teachers, training and
CITY, MO,
I
COMMERCIAL CONGRESS, KANSAS
excepting California. The trees are
to
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not
$30.75 for round trip. Tickets on ale Nov. 17.
where
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profit.
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a
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treated
strong and healthy and have a greater
ih'.irsday evening there will be a
Thi can be extended until
18, 19 and 20. Limit of ticket Nov. 28.
above statistics do not include toes are devoloplng reasonably well in this city alone, and the sale if rV. prss'on
longevity than In any other latitude. theThe
ia the Seventh Baptist church,
England crop Increasing.
New
southern
18, by depositing ticket and payment of $1 at time of deposit.
while
Dec.
the
production
coal,
of
turquoise
and
Grapes yield In such abundance as to
which will bo presided over by Mr. AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO.
Is inuifferent.
This statement also
be almost beyond belief, and in size precious gems, the product of marble, spiles to New Hampshire and Ver
LUNA COUNTY DEMOCRATS
'.'hn.rles W. Dorty, vice president of
1906. For the above occasion round trip ticket will
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gyp
sandstone
quarries,
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and
of
and quality are literally unsurpassed sum
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which
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from personal experience and observaMrs. J. Woodrldge Barnes of Newark,
acreage to good maturity, in county officers were made in the dem
creased
19th, to the East.
October
Excursion,
production
New
Mexico
mineral
of
Viitor
tion, having recently made tuorough
of
Lun i N. J., and Prof. E. P. St. John of
for the year 1905 to exceed $5,000,000 connection with probabilities of potato cratlc county convention
.
Agent. Albuquerque
PUftDY,
T.
investigation of the valley.
-- it lord. Conn.
H
during
All
meetcounty:
imports
the other
into the United Status
at Demlug last Saturday
In thig connection special attention
Industrial Situation.
ings
will
by
Sunbe
addressed
County
coming
spring.
The
noted
the
winter and
commissioner, first district. A.
Is directed to the vegetable production
The manufacturing industries
of recent British government rejwrt on L. Foster; county commissioner, sec- day tchool workers and speakers. Tne
of the valley. Truck farming Is a Albuquerque are also worthy of spe the
most
interesting
weight
crop
session of the con
some
ond district, A. J. Clarke; assessor,
great success, and in connection with cial note. Here is located the largest It. states there mav have
that the prospect for the C. W. Cook) treasurer, E. J. Carsko-don- : vent kn will probably be that held the
this every variety of vegetables la lumuer company in the entire
night
south 1900 United Kingdom yield is some
last
October 12 In the Lyric.
probate judge, E. II. Matthews;
raised, marketing three and four west. It has a capital of $8,500,000,
probate clerk, Lee O. Lester; superin- This will be in the nature of a JubiPLEASANTLY SITUATED,
crops per annum In certain varieties. and possesses a forest covering 300, what above the average.
lee mass meeting, and Gov. Warfleid
;
tendent
of
M.
schools,
E.
Gorman
Potatoes of every kind yield enor- 000 acres. The plant covers Beveral
EASY TO REACH.
sheriff, Don Johnson; surveyor, F. A. will be the .principal speaker.
In
mously and the celery grown Is unex- hundred acres of ground, and em TOBACCO GROWERS IN
with his speech he will
constlt't-tlona- l connection
Husenicyer;
delegate
ANNUAL
to
CONVENTION
the
sugar
celled. The
RELIEVES PAIN.
beet industry ia braces an
sawmill, planing
iso present a silver loving cup to the
convention, Janus M. Upton.
Clarksville, Tcnn., Oct. 11. Tobae
the valky is yet in its infancy, but mill, sash immense
champion baseball club of the Balti
door factory, a box co growers from Kentucky, Tennes
BUILDS UP THE 3Y8TEM.
experts say that the quality of beets factory, andand
every other facility for see, Virginia, Maryland, Ohio, Indiana Torments of Tetter and Eczema Al- - more City Sunday school. There will
raised is not surpassed anywhere.
transforming the raw material into and Wisconsin me: iu convention
be a chorus of 300 voices.
layed.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
Irrigation Syetems.
The intense itching characteristic
finished product. It emtdovs near
being the third anThe valley Is irrigated from the Rio the
ly 1,000 men and its monthly nav roll here, the occasion
WISCONSIN
FEDERATION
CURES I IDNEY AILMENTS.
nual convention of the National To of eczema, tetter and like skin disGrande river) which carries a large amounts to
OF WOMEN'S CLUBS 1
at least $60,000. There is bacco Growers' association, or the Am eases is Instantly allayed by applying
surplus of water most of the year.
CURES DIABETES.
Wassau, Wis., Oct. 11. The annua largo woolen mill, which oner erlcan Society of Equity, Department Chamberlain's Salve, and many seSince the days of Cortez, the Mexi- also
convention of the Federation of
CURES INDIGESTION.
cans have carried on irrigation In a ates under the motto, "Pure woolens, or Tobacco, c. Hayes Taylor or Vir vere cases have been permanently al
primitive way, and today there are a made from pure, new wools, under ginia and other speakers announced cured by its use. For sale by all Women's Clubs began its sessions to-in
this citf today, and will continue
CURES DROPSY.
number of private or community perfect sanitary and Just labor condi that the convention was Important to druggists.
morrow and next day. Some of the
Its trade mark is "Sheep's tobacco growers, manufacturers and
o
ditches up and down the valley, partic- tions.
admost noted workers will deliver
ularly on the eastern side of the river. uacK to your back," which tersely ex consumers for its objects were to per WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH
COMPANY ISSUES BONDS dresses and lectures, and the subjects
Under this system thousands of acres presses the wide range and diversity fect plang for a better system of mar
ACCOMMODATIONS
FIRST
pracor us processes and products.
keting tobacco, a system that would
New York,
have been put in a high state of
Oct. 11. The stock- discussed will be of the most
n
Upton
Mrs.
character.
of
tical
Climate
CLASS.
and
Health.
producer
shorten
route
to
agricultural
the
holders of the Western Union Telefrom
and the
and hortiNew Mexico is called the "Land of customers at the same time while giv graph
will speak on "Women's Clubs
cultural results are indeed surprising,
Co. met yesterday and authas a Factor in Civic Beauty." Mrs.
But there are thousands of acres Sunshine," and the designation is cer- ing the producer more for his product orized the Issue of $25,000,000 of
in the valley which cannot be irrigat tainly true, for the sun literally shines the cost of the furnished article to the
See Santa Fe Agent for round
bonds, and the stockholders Upton is president of the Women's
American
ed by tnis primitive system, and this 300 days each year. This fact, to- customer would not be increased. Oa voted in increase the amount of the Outdoor Art I'auge of the vice-prtrip rate, good for thirty day.
Civic association.
All the
iia.s led id the organization of a stroag gether with the rarified condition of the contrary it was the general feeling capital slock to allow the
to be
i ri; ni: ,n company for the purpose of the atmosphere,
of the different districts made
makes possible per- of the meeting that the price to the converted into stock. The bonds
bonds have idents
verbal reports on a great variety of
conrjaseing every foot of irrigable fection of grain and fruit not other- consumer could be reduced. The gen- thirty vcarj to run.
topics, especially on town improveland in tho entire valley. This Is wise attained. Irrigation makes cer- eral feeling of tho meeting also was
kuowu as the Rio Grande Land, Wl-te- r tain the growth of farm and orchard that there was no necessity for far"Suffered day and night the tor- ment and forestry.
and Power company, with head products, and sunshine makes certain mers to sell their tobacco for less ment of itching piles. Nothing helpquarters in St. Ixiuis, and which has their maturity. Not only so, but thlj than it wag worth, and resolutions ed me until I used Doan's Ointment, NEW JERSEY STATE
CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR
only Just computed arrangements for wonderful blending of air and sun- were passed dealing with various sub- it cured
me permanently."" Hon.
Millville, N. J., Oct. 11. The New
J"l'n It. Garrett, mayor, Glrard, Ala.
the construction of its great canal. shine insures a measure of health and jects of importance to the Industry,
Jersey State Christian Endeavor un'1 "is canal
will tap the Hlo Grande strength not at all- - possible in other
ion met here yesterday
Jim'g Trade Mark.
and will
river north of
and wiil latitudes. In other words, the entire TONOPAH MINING COMOn last Wednesday afternoon
There are
a continue until the 12th.
PANY PAYS DIVIDEND
t'.lw the eastern line of the Valley valley Is a natural sanitarium, where
Nevada, Pa., Oct. 11. All share- well dressed gentleman stepped into Sou delegates from tho state north of
j'. xt ;o tne mesas, and will carry tuf pulmonary and bronchial troubles
CHRISTIAN mtOTHKKS
1 ..lent
volumes of water ty irrigate vanish as darkness before the rising holders of the Tonopah Mining com- the News office. At first we were un- Trenton, and great interest is mani-fes'e- d
I
'v-- . ry
in the proceedings. There are
foot of Irrigable land as it pro- sun. There ia practically no humidity, pany of Nevada on record yesterday able to tell whether he was a govern( cds southward.
In addition to the so that the air you breathe Is uplifting will receive a regular quarterly divi- or, congressman, or Just an ordinary h'rge delegations from Hudson and
counties, and many prominent
canal, there are in bo a number of res ami inspiring. The writer has walk- dend of 25 cents a share oii the stock Justice of the peace, but upon a closer
scrutiny we recognized his celluloid n'.eakern from all parts of the state
voirs. which will contain an inex-- ! ed for miles under a July sun and ex and an extra dividend of 10 cents
FORTY-EIGHT- H
austibL'
of water, so as to perienced
perspiration,
little
and sharo payable on the -- 0,h of th.j collar a.s one we had seen on several a . participating in the proceedings.
form. r occasioning and we knew U
r v!i agsintt any and all emergen- - without fatigue, such as one experi- month.
was ear old time friend 'Jim Creets,
A Badly Burned Girl
.
This enterprise is of such ineal- - ences in other latitudes. In a word,
Heavy, impure blood makes a mudho lad Just returned from Sunny-stde.- - r boy, man or woman, is Quickly
benefit to the entire valley !t Ih a delightful place to live, an-- it
dy, pimply complexion, headaches,
: at it is regarded
out of pain if Bueklen's Amies Silve
(Ore.) News.
by those already will Insure greater length of d.ivs.
nausea,
G. J. Welch of
Is applied promptly.
blood
indigestion.
Thin
iu Urn valley as n public
Educational and Religious.
i'iit
ilar;i physics react, weaken the Tekonsha, Mich., says: "I uso It lu
perfect
red,
part resides
,i
:H!'ictljn.
The. description of tho valley would rich.
bowels, cause chronic constipation.
family for cuts, sores and all
Irrigated Land Values.
not be complete did we not call at- health.
IJouu'k Hegu'ets operate easily, tone s'vin injuries, and find it perfect."
laud in New Mexico tention to the educational and reliSati'psnn
However,
the
Hist
was
'he
htoniach, cure constipation.
25c.
kest pile cure known. Pest heal-ir.r.actlcally tuknicss, t least from gious advantages afforded t y th..
lliaa to j tr;;i:ii.ed.
Asu ; oiii- druggist for them.
salvo mad J. 25c at all drugg:sts.
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EVENING

CITIZEN.

DIVORCE OF YUCUTAN
STOP! LISTEN!
CHEWING GUM MILLIONAIRE

$26.00

3
YOU NEVER HEARD
OF THE LIKE BEFORE
FIVE-HOLRANGE WITH
WARMING CLOSET,
OVEN, TWO GRATES, WATER
BACK OR RESERVOIR.

m
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'IS
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ON TIME

CASH

O. EMMONS
J. The
Furniture Man
Corner Coal and Stcond

SANTA FE

ALL

Vehicles

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAMBINI. PROPRIETOR.

Mr merchant tailoring tnop Is upstairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasas 1 have had fifteen years' experience In the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. IjadleV garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.

H'a rness

White House Restaurant and
Lodging House
'

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TME TO BUY .'. BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

.AND.

at Reduced
Prices.

O. BAMBINL

AT ALL HOURS

BAR

IN

Albuquerque Carriage Company

CONNECTION.

PHONES

No. 209 South

First Street.
Opposite Santa Fa Depot.
MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.

Corntr rirtt Strttt and T(eraa Avenue

oooxoooccoo:

The New York Saloon and
Rooming House

Albuquerque

315 South Second Street.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
One Block From
Depot and Two
Blocks From Postofflce,
P. ZITO, Proprietor.

COUNTIES

Foundry and

Machine Works

'. . MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber

Br'

Bulidfis0r1

Bbblt

MeU1;

ColnmDI

Cars-

ni!

kaftlan

-

,ro' rro

Ropmlrm en Mining mnd mill Mmehlnory a pocinltt
foundry east side ot railroad track.
Albaqaereae, n.

Rico Hotel and Bar
No.

WOOL

North First Street
DINELLI
LENCIONI, Proprietors.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Meals From 10 Cents Up.
Lunches
Put Up for Travelers.
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.

tL.

111
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Some Show

And Sheep to Eastern Mar

kets From Estancla and
Other Stations.

Deductions-Traveli- ng

Auditor Safford
Compiles Rolls.

That the Estancla valley Is a great
sheep and wool producing section Is
evidenced ly the volume of business
lelng done In the transportation of
these commodities by the Santa Fe
Central railway. The shipments of
sheep In particular have been very
heavy this fall, ewes and wethers being sent by the train load to feeding
grounds In Colorado. It is only a question of time when the fleecy animals
raised in the valley will also be fattened for market on the ranges there,
s the district is fast becoming settled and It has been proven that good
stands of alfalfa and other forage
crops can be raised in the locality.
Over 125,000 sheep will be shipped
out of the valley this year. The bulk
of them have been purchased by Sylvester Brothers of Monte Vista, Colo
rado, who have feeding ranches in the
San Luis valley, near Creede. L. .B.
Sylvester closed most of the deals
himself, buying up all the sheep not
already contracted for, and which
were for Bale.
In commenting upon the large shipments of sheep from the Estancla valley, S. B. Grimshaw, general manager
of the Santa Fe Central railway, gave
the following Information to a reporter of the New Mexican:
"Already this fall up to October 7,
we have handled 24.695 head of sheep,
and sixteen cars of sheep are being
loaded today at Estancla. We have
orders booked for this month and next
amounting to 102,095, which will be
brought to this city and transferred
Mere to the Denver & Rio Grande. So
far we have handled 815,382 pounds
of wool and lirge shipments are still
loading.
"The Santa Fe Central Railway
is also hauling large quantities of
grain and merchandise to the valley
from points on the Denver & Rio
Grando railroad." . .
A fatal accident occurred at
sampling works of the Copper Queen
smelter, at Douglas, Arizona, In which
Carmel Monies, a Mexican youth
uUiut 18 venrr of age, was instantly
killed by 'being run over by an ore
train. It seems that Morales Jumped
upon a car which was being switched
alKiut the works and was a moment,
later Knocked from the car by an
electric light pole and thrown beneath the cars. The head of the unfortunate man was severed from his body
as though cut by the Guillotine. HI
left hand was also cut off. The only
witness to the horrible accident was
D. R. Coleman, an employe of the Copper Queen company.

Traveling Auditor Charles V.
has finally received the tax rolls
of all of the counties in New Mexico.
He is now busily engaged In compiling the total figures on the various
classes of property assessed In the
several counties In order to ascertain
the gain or loss this year over last.
An increase of over three million dollars is recorded on the combined taxaMrs. W. J. White, wife of the mul ble property of the territory. The
gum manufacturer,
has
exact figures are $3,145,472.46. A gain millionaire
in the assessed valuation is shown in been granted a divorce at Cleveland,
charge of desertion. M.-all but four of the counties, those havgets $30,000 a vear nlimnnv
ing a decrease being McKlnley, Rio
'. present i.home Is in
yhltes office and
Arriba, Socorro and Valencia.
New York. where he Is well known
Grant county's tax rolls indicate &
net Increase of $68,087. The total assessed valuation last year was $2,810,-95- 0,
while this year it is $2,878,537.
The property exempt from taxation
was reduced Instead of being enlarged.
The largest gain In any one Item enumerated is that of mineral lands other
than coal which shows an Increase of
property comes
$100,620. Railroad
next with an advance of $68,710.
The assessments
on agricultural
and grazing lands and city or town
lots remains practically the same as
last year, a small decrease Is observed
In the agricultural and grazing lands,
while a slight increase is shown in
the city or town lots.
The tax roll In detail is as follows:
',
s
Agricultural lands, 1905, $125,020;
II
1906, $117,030; a decrease of $7,990.
Grazing lands, 1905. $135,330; 1906,
$134,480; a decrease of $850.
City or town lots, 1905, $423,250;
I
I
19(16. $425,150; an increase of $1,900;
Mineral lands other than coal, 1905,
$58,0411; 1906, $158,660; an increase of
s.

j
!

Railroads, 1905,
$724,470;
$793,180; an Increase of $68,710.
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1906, $32,380.

Other property, 1905, $9,070; 1906,
$3,830, a decrease of $5,240.
Total valuation, 1905, $2,810,950;
$2,878,537.
190fi.
Exemptions, 1905.
$77,91)0; 1906. 77.400. Subject to taxation, 1905, $2,733,050; 1906, $2,801,-13Net gain, $68,087.
increase of $3,900.
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Meat Market
of Fresh and 8alt Mtata,
Steam 8ausage Factory.
v EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Tblrd Street.

All Kind

Indian Summer

all year 'round

to be found in homes
by
SYSTEM.
WATER.
HOT

warmed

Th atmosphere remain
pure, balmy

and evenly

MAUGER

W. E.

A. SLEYSTER

WOOL
with Raaoe

Mauser.
North First
ALBUQUERQUE. N.
&,

115

Dealers In Groceries, ProTlalons, Ha,
Grain and Fuel.
General Repair Shop.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
packed
Furniture
and crated; gaso
and Cigars. Place your orders (as
line and gas stove repaired.
tbls line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREW.
Next to Walton's drug store. Bout
Third street.

M,

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
100 North Broadway, corner of WaB
lngton arenas, Albuquerque, N. ML

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG BLOCK.

RANKIN

7i
I.ICAN

tcanemlcmt.

soft onHmrohUI
CjtmmttJ

UNDER TA KERB

kNDARD PLUMBING
AND HEATING CO.

Superintendent
Falrrltw
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and
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CO.

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

MONUMENTS
201-21- 1

&.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL BSTATft.
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building

fr:

BIWMW

St

M.

TOTI A ORAO I

L. H. SHOEMAKER

INSURANCE.

N. Second 8L. Botk

Paraea.

Secretary Mutual Building aasoea.
tlon. Office at 217 WMt RaUroM
avenue.

3

COME

TO BELEN, N. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

fm- -

Pies.

WM. M. BERBER,

n
u

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

n

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
MODERN
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,

H

ALL

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEY CASH.
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

oco)oe 0K
Kex00seooee
Railway Center

S,

n

n
n

THIRD STREET

.

n

Island-Souther-

j j j j

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

It

n
n
n
n

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and

tempered.

Mechanics' tools, 1905. $4,780; 1906,
$5,110; an Increase of $330.
Reduction works, 1905, $32,380;

203

Thos. F. Keleher

& SON.

3
W. J. WHITE,
vorced wife of James Maloney, a well- Chicago man of 51. She got a
divorce from him last spring, and he
says that there was a mutual understanding that they were to be remarried this fall as soon as she secured
a legacy that was to be withheld from
her as Maloney's wife.
Instead, White got her and Maloney
now calls him a "blackguard."

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

INSURANCE,

A.

1906,

J

j

Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerque

At Consistent
Prices

7.

$7,-37- 5;

...

...

William' Indian Pile

ointment will cure llllnd,
liltHHllnff
and ltohlnv
Piles.
liRbsorlix the tumors.
IKJI
alluys the ilcuiugatnnce, art
.in a tviullire. n'wa Instant rs.
11
lief. Dr. tVilliumVlnrtlnnl'ileOlnt.
1
Uient iK nrenared fur Ptlftanll Itch.
Ing of tlis privatn puns. K.Tory box Is
Harranicii. ny orurfrisTR. ny nuiii on
of price. 50 cents snil SI.OO.
WILLIAMS
MANUFACTURING CO.. Propa.. (Jlevolai.d. unio!

or

CO.,

PRESCRIPTIONS

Bureet and ttuicJtest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TBOUB-LE- 8,
or MONET BACK.

i

&

WE FILL

$1.00

Free Trial.

OLDS

$42,200; 1906, $33,070;
a decrease of $9,130.
Mules, 1905. $1,230; 19ir, $2,1; an

u
n
n
u
n
n
u

60c

OUGHSand

X

J.

KORBER

$51,-00-

16,-05-

pr?8ses nd ,n ordor to mU
based nn .not

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

Price

0NSUMPTI0N

III

$3.-05- 0;

""f

-

CURE the LUIMC8

1905,

...

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices

couch

KILLthe

'S

Increase of $910.
Cattle, 1905, $744,670; 1906, $666.-510- ;
a decrease of $78,160.
THE NEW MRS.
Sheep, 1905, $11,450; 1906, $2,650; a
This is the young woman whom
decrease of $8,8oo.
Goats, 1905, $17,760: 1906, $22,580; W. J. White, the millloaire chewing
an increase of $4,820.
gum man, married the day after his
Swine, 1905, $40; 1906, $227; an first
wife secured a divorce and all
increase of $187.
kinds
of alimony In a Cleveland
1905,
Burros,
$215;
$215.
1906,
m
m
m
Carriages and wagons, 1905, $16,-21- court. White's second wedding took
A Denver news Item says that Frank
1906, $16,640;
an increase of place in a New York hotel. She's 25
W. Wadlelgto, assistant general pasand he's 54.
senger agent for the Denver & Rio $430.
Sewing machines. 1905, $1,920;
The new Mrs. White was the dl- Grande, has gone to New Mexico,
where he will form one of an explor- 1906, 1990; an increase of $70.
Saddles and harness, 1905;
ing expedition sent out by the road
1906, $6,975;
a decrease of
to secure photographs of the cliff
Law and medical looks. 1905,
dwellings in New Mexico, and south- $400.
1906, $4,850; a decrease of $200.
Merchandise,
1905,
$180,180;
1906,
western Colorado. It is planned to
Jewelry, 1905, $1,590; 1906, $1,500;
$178,100;
a
$2,080.
decrease
of
secure enough photographs to print
a decrease of $90.
Farming implements, 1905, $2,600;
a complete pictoral history of the cliff
Musical Instruments, 1905, $6,310;
1906,
$2,520;
a
$80.
decrease of
dwellings not only of Mancos canyon,
1906, $6,410;
n increase of $100.
Saloon
office
and
fixtures,
1905.
but of all the territory adjacent to
Household goods. 1905, $49,080;
1906,
$17,000;
an increase of 1906, $51,350, an increase of $2,270.
the road that Is ornithologlcally in$950.
teresting.
Bank
1906,
Money, 1905, $10,io0; 190C, 5,500; a $39,000. stock, 1905, $39,000;
Frank P. Deeny, who has been tele- decrease of $5,000.
Lumber, 1905, none; 1906, 3.900; an
graph operator for some time at
Watches and clocks, 1905 $1,780;
Coal, T905, 1.680; 1906. none; a deFrench, a small station on the main 1906, $1,820; an Increase of $40.
crease of $1,680.
line of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe railway, has been transferred to
the depot In Santa Fe. Mr. Deeny
arrived in that cliy yesterday and assumed his new position at once. He
takes the places of Arthur Beyer, who
r
has been appointed as telegraph op- M
erator at Rivera, auother small station
on the Santa Fe.
t z eom
!
The Trinidad Chronicle says: By
J
!
2'
the merest chance, by one of those
(
inexplicable
happenings that are
never accounted for, a serious wreck H
was narrowly averted in this city one
iiisht last week, and perhaps many
EIl.CN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUliR- - ,
lives saved. Someone placed a stick
IS, II. M, AT THE JUNCTION OF
of wood between the slips of a derailTHE MAIN
ing Kwitch with clear intent to throw
1
OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING
an incoming passenger train otr the H
IL&T AND W'EdT FROM CHICAGO,
KANSAS
track and into a line of heavily loaded
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
freight cars standing alongside.
FRANCISCO.
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
U
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
The annual report of the Illinois
PAPQ AND TEXAS.
Central railroad for the fiscal year
ended June 30, shows a total net In1,006 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
come of the systuu of $10,8t2.3OO. The
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD SO AND
amount paid out In dividends during 1
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
the year was fti.Oji.MiO, and for betterments on the system $1,161,700.
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
The amount of $1.313,S2ti was carried
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES;
PUBLIC
forward to the surplus dividend of
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
next year.
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.S00
.
H
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESThe Harriman lines have ordered H
TABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
lloi coaches, 5 chair cars. ' osta! cars
MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
and 12 baggage and mail cars from H
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC.
'he St. Ixmls Car company. Ten dining cars have been ordered from the
HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
Pullimui company and 2 baggage cars
WtlCI., FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
from Harlan & llolllngsworth corporOf CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
ation. The Harriman lines are In the
si
GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
market for 33 strel postal cars.
I US HEAR FUTURE CAN NOT HE
w
ESTIMATED.
On November 11 the Rock
n
which
is
Pacific train,
!
known In the summer months as the
"California Special" and in the winter
monfhs as the "Golden Slate Limit-d,will resume iu winter name and B
its more exclusive charac:er, tarrying nothing but first class passengers U
after that date.

Third nd Marquette

LIVERY. SALE, FEED AND TRANSWhite and Mrs. White were
FER STABLES.
people 25 years ago, when they beg?n Horses and Mules Bought and Exmaking chewing gum for sale in a
changed.
7. .
ti..v. h,...,.
.......... ouuiiB uicu ,,L,T
v line lias
acctl- - BEST TURNOUTS IN THE) CHTY
mulated tlS.OOO.ooo. It I.
Second Street, between Railroad and
out of gum.
Copper Avenue.

Telegraph and telephone lines, 1905,
1906, $7,040; a decrease of

V

SPECIALTY.

W. L. TRIMBLL ic CO.

$100,620.

surface improvements, 1905,
$90,130; an increase of

A

on Broadway,

GUM MONEY BAGS

1906,

CAKES

Both Phone

We desire patronage and
guar
amee nrst class in
'
207 South First Street, 4 ..auerque.
t60"1 r, "h7 ,i we .11,":-- a
I
us and car load freight

NEW WIFE OF CHEWING

$4.40ii.

SCREEN DOORS

BALLINO,

WEDDING

i-

value of products, 1905,
a decrease

General Building ScppHes

Proprietor
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

Saf-lor- d

1!;06, $46,600;

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,

PIONEER BAKERY
SIMON

$10,890;
$3,850.
Mines,
$79,830;
$10,300.
the
Mines,

...
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$29.00
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ALHUQUEHQUI-

PACE EIGHT.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

XwQX 314 WEST

I

RAILRCADAVL

ARRIVAL

OF TRAINS.

sections, on

No. 1, first ami
t'.UK".

No. S at fi:o" 1.
No. 7, on tini'.

TYLS, FIT,
QUALITY,

for

a

W. H. llahn whs
Madrid this morning;.

Kcv. (1. W. Adams of Phoenix, Ariz.,
tiie city on business.
Meet In of city council tonight at
f he oflice
of City Clerk Harry Lee.
The ladies' Aid society of the
church is holding its regIs In

10

Our shoes are noted for tTielr pronounced style. Von can Fpot them
at once among n crowd by their graceful lines, perfect pattern and
They feel :asy from the time you put them on till
faultless finish.
they are worn out. No breakia? in required. At the same time thy
keep their shape. Only the best materials and most perfect work-

ular business niettlng

ChapUr,
p. m.

the parlors

K. A. M.,

this evening at

8

By order of the H. P. J. C.

Kerger, secretary.
Col. A. Staab', the Santa Fe capitalist, who has Just returned from a
visit to Germany, is In the city on a
visit to his son, Julius Staab, attorney, and daughter, Mrs. Ixmls llfeld.
J. H. O'Rielly, manager and vice

manship that go Into our shoos can accomplish these results.
.
;
Examine our new stock for Fall and Winter. ,
$5.00

$4.00

in

of the church this afternoon.
Stated convocation or Kio Grande

president of the Occidental Life Insurance company, expects to leave this
5.00
3.50
3.00
2.50
Vicl Kid Shoes
evening on a business trip to Blsbee,
Arizona, to be absent from the city
3.50
2.75
2.50
2.00
Box Calf Shoe,
several days.
2.50
2.25
1.50
2.00
Dongola and Satin Calf Shoes
H. Ilillllps Flint, stenographer for
the territorial republican central com
mittee, has arrived In the Duke City
from his home at Alamogordo and will
Segin his duties at the committee
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
headquarters,
J. C. Henlott a first class tonsorlal
Animas, Colo., is now
' artist from
purchased at F. F. Trotter'a holding down one of the chairs nt
vVhen
grocery store, are sure to bring the "The Alvarado" hotel liarlier snop.
With Manager Perkins, this shop Is
nn-- t all rtlahmt Into which mow
In a position to make a bid for
i.
.t....
imry cum. twi. i.
the best of haircutting, barbering, etc
ways procure iue uci
c. Moore, who represented the
,e find out first what branas are re-- , rtUmoK0rio iige of Odd Fellows at
liable and personally guarantee them. the meeting of the grand lodge of
Odd Fellows held at Demlng, arrived
in the city Jbls morning to represent
Alamogordo" Masons at the Masonic
t
irranrt Indian meeting
which onens
here on Saturday.
Mrs. O. Bambini, who took a lay
118 and 12o South Second street. oft from her duties and enjoyed a va
aob.
,T"
lit
cation of two months In southern California, has returned to the city, and
is now ready again for business. La
dies desiring manicuring, etc., are re
MAYNARD
Y.
T.
HICKOX.
GEO. W.
quested to call at her parlors, iso,
!)
West Railroad avenue, upstairs.
Tfi3 Greatest Fair Has Passed Into History
Mrs. Eugenia M. de Bustamente of
.
Pecos died the other day in Santa Fe
at the iiotne of her brother Ricardo
We still exist at the ARCH FRONT, where can yet be found many
iuorman. from a complication of dis
choice bargains, which wo wish to dispose of In order to make
WATCHES, STERLING
leases. The deceased was a- ?ister of
room for the finest stock of JEWELRY,
Joaquin Martinez of Old Albuquerque
SILVER, CUT GLASS, CHINA, ETC., ever offered to the good people
I ne remains
will receive burial In the
of Albuquerque.
Rosarlo cemetery at Santa Fe tomor- -

Patent

$3.00

Kid Shoes

$3.50

;
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The

Co.

Hickox-Maynar- d
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Respectfully Yours,
&

Lindemann

206 West Gold Avenue

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Wholatala and Ratail

Coal and Coke

Best American Block
Hard Nut Coal
Larger Sizes
Domestic Gas Coke
Green Mill Wood, per load
Dry Mill wood, per load
Factory Blocks, per load

Phones

good-clothes-sen- se

CONCERN:

We are prepared to supply the music trade of
this city and the territories of New Mexico and
Arizona. May we not
be favored with your'
patronage?

Learnard

'.'tS.

$6.50
8.50
9.50
6.00
$2.25
2.75
3.00

worth whllo, for yon and for us, to set forth a plai.i
statement of the facts about ready-madclothes. This Is it. Afr- r
you read It, you can do, and probably will do, just as you plot ?
about It. Hut you'd better have the facts; It s foolish, and sometimes da-- i
gerons to do Just as you please, without having the facts.
Vow II fimi in every large city, a few custom tailors who make clothes really
worth paying for. They charge 175 to $ loo for a suit; they give you the best
of ttiloring, fit style. These are the things you pay the xtra money for.
II y:u can afford to spend that, much go to such a tailor and spend It. Any
man who doesn't need to worry about parting with $73 or $100 needn't worry
aliuut what, he gets for It.
Hut f you're going to spend less than that, spend a good deal less and wear
ready-madclothes. We know what some of you will say "I tried ready-mad- e
nce once; not for me." "They may do for some but I can't bo fitted.'
there's no style to 'em." In other words, you dont know the facts; an,
you're losing money by your Ignorance.
The fact Is, if you haven't tried Hart Schaffner & Marx clothes, you don't
know of the real progress In making men's clothes. As for Btyle, we create
R,yles, not copy them; our lowest priced suit lias the same style a n '
best. As for fit, there's not one man in a hundred who cannot be
fitted, from our stock of clothes, without delay tall, short,
tnin; men of all types we have clothes to fit them. The hundredth tY.'.
nv
may have to wait a couple of 'hours.
As for quality, the common ground of objection to ready-mad- e
clothes, II..
S. & M. clothes are the recognized champions of the highest quality standard. In the midst of a flood of adulterated fabrics, of "mercerised cotton"
and cheaper mixtures, which has carried away nearly all the clothing
makers of the country Into the making of Inferior quality, so as to make
Inferior prices, we have stood unshaken In a determination to use only
or wool and silk fabrics.
That's where we stand now; no thread of cotton In any of our fabrics; all
siams sewed with silk thread, not "mercerized cotton" that looks like
,silk; all "silk" linings made of silk. The olamor for low prices, and the
very high price of wool, which have debased quality for so manjt of our
competitors, have simply strengthened our position. We are selling clothes
that, in style, fit, quality are good enough for any man; and not too liigh-- i
riced for any man. You'll find It out some day, if you don't already know !t.
T
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SIMON STERN,

Auto. 416

Black, 280

Atk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
taka no other.

BREAD and

THE

RAILROAD

AVENUE

CLOTHIER

INVITATION.

Carry a Large Line of

See Our Coal Saving Heaters--W- e

When the supreme lodge, Knights
of Pythias, meets in New Orleans on
next Tuesday it will receive a formal
Invitation to meet in Albuquerque on
he occasion of Its next biennial ses
sion.. Tho Invitation will be present
ed by Jiulfie B. F. Adams and I. U,
Heather, supreme representatives of
New Mexico, who will be in attend

Air Tight Hot Blast Heaters, Round
Oak Heaters, Square and Round
Wood Heaters, Steel Ranges, with
reservoirs, from $18.00 up.

ance tit the meeting of the grand
lodge In the Crescent cltv.
Judge AdaniH.depafiis this evening
bearing a letter of Invitation from tho
Commercial club, which meets the
approbation of most of the New
Mexico lodges
of this order.
Mr
Heather will depart later for New Or
leans.

BY GENERAL

122
6. Second

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Tark-ington-

7a

COLORADO RHONE

AUTOMATIC RHONE SAO

According to special order No. 15, s
's
issued from Adjutant General
office at Santa Ke and re- S
ceived by Captain H. Ruppe of Albuquerque, recently, Major J. E. Elder
of the First infantry
will
resume
command of the First battalion, First
infantry, National guard of New Mex-

Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery
EEQDB9SC3

ico.

Captain D. Ruppe, First Infantry;
Captain W. R. l.aionde. First infantry, and First Lieutenant I.. W. Guiles, First infantry, recorder, will meet
at Altuquerque at the call of its president for the examination of Ines J.
Dubois, first sergeant
company E.
First infantry, for promotion to the
grade ot second lieutenant.
There Is nothing for real comfort
like a pair of our felt slippers find
luliettes for men, women and children. We have them in black, red,
green or brown, with felt or leather
soles, plain or fur trimming. , Prices
range from 60c to $1.50. C. May's
Shoe Store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
NOTICE

THE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES
Home Comlort, Miller and National Ranges,
Round

COAL

Department of the Interior, Land Of
flc
at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22,
1906.

Notice Is hereby given that William
0. Tight of Albuquerque, N. M., has
tiled notice of his intention to malte
final commutation proof in support c!
his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
9112 made April 2. 1906, for the NHT
23,
N.
Section
T.p. 10
Kange 3 e, and that said proof will
ue made before the Probate Clerk, a'.
Albuquerque, N. M., on November 6,

ft
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Register.

J AO

National

and

Peninsular

HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING

WHITNEY COMPANY,

g

The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest
Ageuti: Winchester Arm and Ammunllbn,
PLUMBER 8 AND
Hercules

Vjr

Powder and High Explosives.

TINNERS

tIB.
403, North
tOI,

113.

1906.

He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
M. F. Angel, c. E. Hodgln, Charles
Etne, Mrs. John Drown, all of Albu
quenpie, N. S..
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Oak,

Heating Stoves.
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THE HIGHLAND LI VERY
BAM BROOK BROS., Prop.
LIVERY

R.R

tickets bought, sclo
AND

highland Rooming House
nnc mu

EXCHANGED

HPivm

pron

- z'
WK3'
STABLE
Aisoolatlon Office
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
ACROSS
Transactions
THE RAILROAD
JUST
'
Guaranteed
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.
FOR RENT Rooms for light house- The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
at special rates on week days.
keeping.
C01
West Gold n venue.
Auto Phono 604.
No. 112 John St. ROSENFIEID'S,
II8W.R. R. Ave.! New Building, New Furniture, Steam
Eery one is invited to the social
Heat and Everything Connected
HOME-MADFEE'S
PEERLESS
Siven by the llaptist church Friday
With the Place Brand New.
AT WALTON'S DRUG
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER1
evening. October 12. at Mrs. J E. CANDIES,
STORE.
ROOMS BY DAY, WT EK OR MONTH
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
Tiuitley-220 South Edith street. Loudon's Ice cream will be servfd.

TOO LATE

AND

FOR CLASSIFICATION,

BOARDING

E

THE MAZE.
Girls' cap hats iu dark green,
nay blue and red
Childivns' outing flannel night
Kwns
l aiiies'
knit underskirts
t hildivns' outing flannel drawers
Cork in soles, per pair
t'nilflivns' oil cloth table mats...
Hoys' lined gloves
Ladies' heavy fleeced fast black

5oc

W

ILLIAM

MclNTOSH,

Preldent

SOLOMON

T. C. NEAD,

LUNA,

Trtnurer

Mcintosh Hardware Company

20c

U

The Woman's Exchange is the only
place in the city, where you can always buy
d
goods. Try our
pii's baked on paprus pio plates. Wo-

t4v
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r

r

JOBBERS OF

imM

mini

Hardware, Stoves and Tinware

home-cooke-

man's Exchange, 4ol West Railroad

aven ue.

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
APPLES WITH .NO SEEDI NO
N. W.
4- - COREI TREBS FOR 8ALE.
ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER ST.
ALBUQUERQUE.

and Manager

25o

THE MAZE.
Wm. K1EKE, Proprietor.
r

I

45c
50c
15c
05c
04c

pairs for
25c
Men's Cardigan Jackets, 70c nnd $1.21
li'nic hams
12V4c
Fancy sugar cured ham
17V4c
We make a specialty of supplying
our trade with strictly fresh eggs;
you can always depmd on them, present price, 2 dozen
55c

Lach Garment Worth More Than Wo Have Priced It.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

TARKINGTON

Men's heavy mixed wool socks 2

Men's Overcoats $10, $12.50, $15.00, $16.50, $18,
$20, $22.50, $25 and $27.
f 19
Wott Gold

KNIGHTS

,loe

Stein-Bloc- h

tailoring.

K

TO WHOM

1.

0

4

HAT in these days of progress the extreme of style
is as carefully looked after and supplied by our
tailors as are the conservative and the
medium models. If you seek an extra inch on your
sack, or a hand's breadth wider flare on your own coat
skirt, we can have it for you ready at hand and fitting
with the distinction that comes from highly developed

--

To men of

Also Native Stove Wood and Kindling
In All Shtea.

ALBUQUERQUE
MAKES BID FOR
CONCLAVE
REPRESENTATIVES TO CARRY THE

Jewelers

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

LODGE

BIENNIAL

THURSDAY,', OCTOBER

row.

Harry Asbbrook. a young gentleman
from Puducah, Ky., arrived the other
'day and has gone to work as
plumber at one1 ot the city's local hard
Sena In Your We tehee for Repair
ware Btores. Col. A. A. Trimble is
8TRE6T.
SECOND
80UTH
ARCH
FRONT.
THE
well acquainted with the parents of
Mr. Asnbrook, and aided the young
man materially in securing a situation
here.
C. A. Hile, a Pullman conductor
from Kansas City, Is here for the purpose of starting in on tho service be
GO.
tween Albuquerque and Kansas City
when trains Nos. 9 and 10 are put
back in service. The winter schedule
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
will go on within a few days. The
changes to be made as a result have
not been announced as yet.
The Occidental IAt& Insurance com
:ii liany has leased a suite or omoes in
5? 'the four-storbuilding at the corner
and Broadway
of Railroad avenue
where the Dome offices of the company
The
bs will be installed immediately.
HARDWARE.
fi building, which ig a pretentious struc
ture. Is being built by Joshua S. Ray
nobis, who is president of the com
pany.
A. U. Brown of Mont real, Canada
who Is the guest in Albuquerque of
his cousin, Melville Summers, Is
CHINA
attainment,
violinist of considerable
naving been a member of the Mon
GLASSWARE
treal Goulet Symphony orchestra for
M
several yars. Albuquerque's musical
PLUMBING
circles will welcome the announce
' ment
of Mr. Brown's determination to
locate In the Duke City.
TINNING
This evening at 7:30 o'clock In the
Highland Methodist church the fourth
quarterly conference of the church
will begin. A full attendance of the
church officers Is expieeted at the
meeting which will take up business
of an important nature respecting the
affairs of the church In accordance
witti the call recently Issued by J. M
Sollie, presiding elder.
GO,
An amateur photographer, so wrap
ti
ped up In taking a picture of the At
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
varado that he didn't notice a switch
engine bearing down upon him, came
so near being killed In the local yards
this morning that a number of people who happened to be watching him
held their breath with fright.
The
THE
man was pushed off the track by a
switchman who was riding on the foot
ioard of the engine.
Col. John lionadaile, tho Gold ave
line f ii ml! nr.. tnnn hna thii inrlev fln
RAILROAD AVE.
ger of his light Iiand In bandages
these days. Yesterday, while stand
Dltmocd, Watcnea, Jewelry. Cut Olasa, Clock, Silverware
Ing on a ladder, at work among some
We invite
te
shelf artlcks, the ladder got dizzy
jour trade and gua-anA SQUARE DEAL.
and commenced wabbling. In order to

Leading

New Mexico's

CITIZEN

ave himself the colonel made a grab
o common
not one of the grabs
amon the Colfrado politicians) for
hook, and the result was that the
harp end of the hook penetrated the
finger, badlv lacerating It. The col
onel got off the walibllng ladder the
bi'st ho knew how and rushed to a
'iys!clan where the injured finger
received attention.
It In stilted, as hii absolute fact.
hat the nunilers on the houses In the
iinber mill di riet. around and about
fclRhlh. Ninth iml Tenth streets, are
so Irregular th:ii tli owners of property often get themselves mixed, and
petition ahould tie made to the city
council, asking tini! body to see. that
some regularity Is followed in the
numbering of h iuses. This eonirlalnt
reached The Kvening Citizen office
his morning, and with other cotn- ilaints from other sections of the city,
as to the irregularity of house num
Street
bers. 1iP:i lioen filed away.
Committee Chairman Uanley should
Investigate.
Considerable activity Is manifested
In mining in the Sandia mountains
recently. At Kuppe's drug store on
Kailroad avenue some flue quartz
specimens are on exhibition. Thry
have been recently brought In from
some mining clnlms near the town of
a
Madera. The quartz contains copper and lead with traces of silver and
Bold. The Intrinsic value of the fine
metals Is not much but the unmistakable traces are a good Indication. The
lead and copper run well. One sample of copper ore will probably average slxtinn per cent. Surface Indications on claims in the mountains give
promise of good mining prospects, according to those who have been pros
pecting in the Sandias.
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F. F. TROTTER
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